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INTRODUCTION

This Record consists of a collection of reports •
completed by the petrographic and mineragraphic personnel
of the Bureau Laboratory during the period January to
December 1956.^The reports have been placed in chronological
.order and each one has its date of completion and the relevant
file number above its heading.

The officers responsible for these reports are:
W.B. Dallwitz, W.M.B. Roberts, R.D. Stevens, J. Ward and
J.K. Lovering.
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1. GRANITES FROM THE ARNHEM BAY AREA NORTHERN TERRITORY
by

Two speeimens of granite from the Arnhem Bay area,
TIorthern Territory, have been examined.^One is medium-grained
and garnetiferous, the other coarse-grained and porphyritic
in. potash feldspar.

Specimen B7672 is a greyish white, medium-grained granite
containing seattered porphyroblasts of red garnet measuring up,
to 0.75 cm, across and making up about 5 percent of the rock.
The rest, of the specimen, apart from about 2 percent of biotite,
consists of feldspars and quartz,

In thin section the most abundant mineral is seen to ba
perthite; oligoclase is also prominent and may be, almost plent-
iful enough for the rock to be an adamellite, Quartz shows
marked strain shadows,^The plagioclase in the perthite does
not have the usual wispy or lentieular shapes, but occurs as
mare or less equidime:zsional blebs or straight-sided rods
showing perfect, parallelism.^I have noted this form of perthite
only in rocks from , the Antarctic, and it may be that it is
characteristic of ancient granites and gneisses which have been
subjected to very deep-seated metamorphism, or of granites which
have erystallized at great depth, Some of the oligoclase is
partly sericitized, and some is intergrown with quartz to form
myrmekite.

The garnet commonly has inclusions of quartz and biotite,
and some grains contain vainlets of biotite; these veinlets
are probably a product of retrograde metamorphism of the garnet.
All of the biotite in the thin seotian and im the handspecimen
is intimately, associated with garnet.^This again suggests that
there is a metamorphic balance between the two minerals. The
biotite is a red-brown variety, and it is occasionally graphic-
ally intergrowm with quartz; this latter feature also; has been:
noted by me only in Antarctic Archaeozoic rocks.

Minor accessories in this rock are leucoxana, black iron
ore and zircon,

The rock is a leuccrstic_ornetiferom_granite.

Specimen B7657 is al coarse-grained light grey granite
containing porphyritic crystals of potash-feldspar up to 4
Inches across.^Garnet is absent. Hornblende is plentiful,
and a little biotite is visible in the handspecimen.

Microscopic examination: shows that the matrix in
which the porphyritic potash feldspar is set consists princ-
ipally of oligoclasep graphic intergrowths of perthite and..
quartz (micropegmatite), perthite, olive-green hornulende, and
quartz, Most of the plagioclase grains are wholly or partly
saussuritized, but some are very little altered.^The perthite
is a , normal type.

Accessory minerals are pleochroic red-brown goethite
occurring as cores within hornblendel biotite, black iron ore,
hydrated iron oxide, apatite, clinozoisite, zirCon and sphene,
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A second section , was made of one of the porphyritic
crystals of perthite,^The perthite contains inclusions of
subhedral, altered oligoclaoes quartz, hornblende, and biotite.
Groups of quartz grains are commonly in optical continuity,
mnd give rise to local clots of micropegmatite within the
parphyritic perthite.^The cores of the larger hdrnblende
grains are occupied by what appears to have been diallage,
but this mineral is now largely altered to actinolite; the
actinolita or diallaga is commonly heavily stained by
hydrated iron oxide, and iR almost entirelyaltered to goethita
in the matrix in which thepotphyritic perthite crystals are
set (see above).

The rock is^ ohyric
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10th April, 1956.
Report 2

2. PETROGRAPHIC EXAMINATION OF ROCKS COLLECTED
FROM THE DALY RIVER AREA.

by
X.K. Lovering and R.D. Stevens.

The following are descriptions of rocks from the Daly
River area, collected in 1955: -

29464 kliamtLaummalce
This rock is mnoti3eable orangeo-red colour.^It is fine

grained and laminated, and contains; a , considerable amount of
mica amongst the quartz grains.

In thin section, the rock appears to be, very well sorted.
The grainsize of the coarse. fraction ranges from 1mm, to 2mm.
in diameter and is very regular. Although the grains are
slightly angular in places, there, is a general tendency for
elongate grains to align themselves parallel to the lamination.

The coarse fraction consists of quartz (30%), quartzite
fragments. (5%), and pseudomorphs of a ferromagnesian mineral
(20%).^The matrix of chlorite (30%), aericita fibres (5%),
and muscovite (5%) parallels the lamination and weaves around
fragments of the coarse fraction: Tourmaline and zircon are
accessory minerals.^Fragments of hematite are mostly derived
front the pseudomorphs, together with chlorite.^These are
possibly pseudomorphs of amphibole. Some biatita is in the
process af being pseudamorphed by hematitic and chloritic
material.

2945: gaugla_gmywacke
The rock is pinkish grey and fairly fine-grained. The:

groundmass is. more abundant than the coarser fraction which
consists of quartz and muscovite) fragments.

In thin &ection it is seen that quartz fragments,
measuring about 0..5mm in diameter, make up 40% of the rock.
Some paeudomorphs (5%) of possible ferromagnesian minerals and
muscovite. shreds (5%) are the other coarse constituents.

The groundmass consists; of fine chloritic material (30%)
and sericitic material (10%) which surrounds the poorly sorted
grains,^Fine quartz fragments :10%) occur in this matrix with
accessory magnetite and tourmallae,^Films of brown limonitic
material surround many grains,

The pseudomorphs cons*Y; mainly of saricita and chlorite
with some fine ("0 clinozoisite.

32034 Black Quart zGrcke.

The hand specimen is a dark gre compact, medium-grained
rock.^Grains of yellowish hydrated iron ore are numerous, and
measure about lmm. in diameter. Other visible grains include
mu&covita mica, and quartz.

The rock has a slight lamination.^The rock fractures
unevenly.

In thin section, irregularly-shaped quartz grains are
abundant. About 4a% of the rock consists of angular quartz
grains, quartz aggregates, and quartz-rich rock fragmenta l of
about lmm. in diameter. These lie in a.fine grained matrix
composed mainly of sericit4 fibres (35%).^Small angular quartz
grains (5%) are about 0.1mm. in size, and, together with

•
Cd.
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muscovite shreds. (5%), limonite and patches- of chlorite (5%)
(after some ferre-magnesian mineral), and accessary tourmaline
grains make up the rest of the groundmass.

Most of the quartz grains, both large and small, are
coated with a fine layer of limonitic material and dusty part-
icles (possibly clinozoisite).

2941: auartz Grcmgcsi_te.
In hand specimen, the rock is greyish and coarse grained.

It is notably poorly sorted. Angular and rounded grains of
quartz, rock fragments., a.d other minerals lie at all angles to
each other.

In thin: section, coarse angular fragments of quartz (15%)
and quartzite (5%) and pseudamorphs of ferro-magnesian minerals
(5%) make up the coarser part of the rock.^These fragments
range in grainsiza from lmm. to 2 or 3mm,.^Muscovite grains
measuring about lmm. in size, ara frequently broken up. The
pseudamorph& are made up mainly of fine colourless chlorite and
sericite and some limonitic material, and are probably derived
from some fa=e0magnesian mineral.

In the fine groundmass, scricitic fibres; (45%) weave
about the larger grains. Small irregularly shaped quartz
grains (1%) are abundant in the. groundmass. Limonitic part-
icles (5%) are plentiful between the smaller grains. A very
faw grains of brown hornblende, are: often rimmed with clinozoi-
sita M. Tourmaline grains are: accessory.

2943: al111-172E-9-ag-9-119-*
The most noticeable thing about the hand specimen is its

pinkish grey colour.^The rock is fairly homogeneous and well
sorted.^There is, a.slight suggestion; of lamination.^The
grainsize is medium. Rounded quartz grains; occur in the
pinkish groundmass.

1.1. the thin section, rounded irregularly shaped grains of
quartz (45%) and quartzite (5%) ara evenly distributed In a.
fine grained matrix. These grains are all about 1mm in diam-
eter.^The quartzite grains are: probably derived from some
former metamorphosed rock.

^

The matrix has a, grainsiza of less than Oamm..^It is
composed of fine: irregularly shaped quartz grains 15% , in a
mass of muscovite: shreds (5%) and sericite fibres (20%). There
are a few small patches of chlorite, which perhaps pseudo-
morph ferro-magnesiwa minerals^The matrix has a general pink.
coloration which is caused b;î 'Lin films: of limonitic material,
together with dust particlus (clinozoisite?) which curve around
other minerals.^Tourmaline and Zircon are accessory minerals.

The muscovite. and, sericite fibres parallel the general
trend of the poor lamination.

2947: Greywacke
The buff-coloured hand specimen is coarse and irregular

in grainsize. Grains af quartz and cherty fragments; have an,
irregular distributian. Although there is a suggestiaa of
laminatien, the sorting of the grains. is poor.

In thin section, the poor sorting is again noticeable.
The coarser fraction, averaging about lmm.in size, and ranging
up to 5 or 6mm., includes rounded and angular quartz grains (35%)
muscovite flakes (5%), biotite (109, and pseudomorph& of
possible ferromagnesiani mineral (5%

The fine matrix consists mainly of sericitic material



(25%) with some fine quartz grains (10%).^Throughout this
fine matrix, and around the coarser fragments, there is abund-
ant limonitic material. The accessory minerals, about 0.1mm.
In size, are tourmaline and zircon.

The pseudomorphs mentioned above, now consist of a
mixture af chlorite and limonitic material"

2944a4 glax11...areywacke.
This rock is a medium grained greywacka.^It is reddish:

grey in colour. Although the grainsize is fairly regular,
there is no lamination.^The coarser fraction appears to be
more abundant than the fine matrix. Quartz is the only dist-
inguishable mineral in the hand specimen.

These observations are supported by the examination of et
thin; section of the rock. Angular quartz and quartzite fragr
ments are abundant, and make up 65% of the rock, The fragments.
are about 1-2mm.; in size. Again there is, no evidence of
sorting in the rock.

The groundmass is mainly sericitic (2070), with muscovite
shreds (3%), and patches of chlorite (10%) both colourless and
yellow. The chlorite patches 'with some limonitic material are
probably the result of alteration of augite4 of which one small
fragment remains. Some hematite is also present. Tourmaline
and zircon are accessory mtinevals.

2944b: Quartz arayyracke.
This rock is similar in general appearance to No. 2944m.

It is, however, finer grained, and the proportion of matrix to
the.; coarser fragments is. greater.

Lm thin section, the rock appears to be poorly sorted
as in the case of 2944a.

Angular quartz fragments range in size, from 0.5mm, to 1,5
mm and make um 25% of the rock. Large muscovite flakes; (5%)
are ,extensivaly altered to chloritic material. •

The fine matrix consists of colourless Chlorite (35%),
•and sericite (10%), with some very fine: quartz grains (10%).

Irregular patches of hematite are; abundant (5%)^Tourmaline
and zircon are accessory.

Corn arison ofammuls
The group of greywackerl includes Nos. 2941, 29431 2947,

29)14eP and 2944b.^In these, gtiartz is the dominant constituent
with either sericite or chlorite as the dominant matrix material.
It is interesting to note the variations of the proportions of
the coarser fraction (usually quartz only), to the matrix,
2944a4 the coarser fraction is considerably greater than the
matrix, indicating perhaps that this rock was formed closer ta
the;,shoreline than the others.^In this rock:, too, the sorting
of material is poor but the grainsize of the coarse fraction is
regular.

In 2943, the ratio of coarse fraction to matrix is about
equal to uhity. The quartz is well sorted, and the rock shows
some evidence of lamination..

In NO.2947 the ratio, of coarse material to matrix almost
approaches unity, but the sorting of this rock is poor.

Nos, 2941 and 2944b have similar characteristics.^The
matrix is more abundant than the coarser fraction, and, although
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the sorting is poor, the variation in grainsize.ia regular.
These two rocks may have been further from the source of the
quartz.

In all rocks except 2941, tourmaline and zircon are the
accessory minerals.^2941 has only tourmaline,

Pseudomorphs of ferromagnesian minerals are found in all
types,

On. the whole, the group is similar in composition with'
some environmental differences.

No43203 is a well sorted quartz greywacke with a coarse
fraction to matrix ratio' that approaches unity,^It has a
regular grainsize and is laminated. Quartz is its dominant
coarse mineral, and sericite is, dominant in the groundmass.
Tourmaline and zircon are present and pseudonmrphs of ferra-
magnesimm minerals are found.^In all this it resembles; No.
2943 of the above group.^It differs, from the above group
in its colour, which is derived from the limonitic coating
of the quartz grains and possibly from finely-divided carbon.
This', coating effect indicates; that the rock had m different
history from thoaa of the other group. Perhaps reworking
of the rock by shallow water currents effected the coating.

All these quartz greywackes (Condan,1953) lack feldspathic
material and would be called sub-greywackes in the nomenclature
of Krumbeta and Sloss (1951),

11210: Black Siltstone4
The hand specimen is a black, fine-grained laminated

rock.
The thin section reveals mwell-banded fine-grained

rock, composed of sericite, yellow chlorite, quartz, and clin-
ozoialte grains, with accessory zircon.^Quartz veins cut
across the bands,

The siltstone was ground finely, and treated with
concentrated H Cl. to remove any soluble iron axides.^The
residue was examined, and was found to contain finely-divided
dark material in the grains.^Some of this was leucoxene, and,
possibly ilmanite es well.

The residua4 after ignition, assumed al pale buff colour,
On examination it was seem that most of the finely-divided
dark materi0 had. gone, and only leucoxenaand•ilmenit6
remained. This seems to be sufficient evidence to conclude
that finely-divided carbon is present in the rock,^In fact, it
may safely be stated that the dark colour of the rock is due.
mainly to carbon,

2993: Granitic ran
The rock^dark grey, medium-grained, and homogeneous.

The thin section reveals prominent graphic texture.
Quartz and potash feldspar are tatergrown extensively. The
feldspar is commonly altered to mixtures of sericite and aome
clinozoisite, but the graphic texture is still preserved. A
few phenocrysts of intermediate plagioclase are present.

Dark green pleachroic hornblende, and biotite and
magnetite fragments, make up the remainder of the rock. Much
hornblende is replaced by green chlorite and magnetite granules.
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1131: Micaceous . uartz Granulite.

The hand specimen is a coarse inhomogeneoUs rock, with
large porphyr•baasts of sericite.

The thin section emphasises the inhomogeneity.^There
is a layer of recrystallised quartz grains (60%) which are
surrounded by sericite (10%), chlorite (15%), magneAte (5%),
and muscovite shreds (5%). Penninite pseudormorphs (5%)
after bdotita retain the pleochraic haloes around zircons.
There are some penninite pseudomorphs which may be derived
from another ferromagaesian mineral. Another layer in the
sediment consists of muscovite and chlorite. This layer was
probably an original shale.

An analysis, calculated from the percentages of the
minerals in the rock, suggests that the original rock was a
sandy shale. This has been metamorphosed, and is now a
micaceous quartz granulite.

In View of the evidence provided by specimen 1131, more
perhaps can be guessed about the origin of the. nrzarby B2988,,
which is a. mica schist. Again from a calculated analysis,
the original rock may have been a slightly, ferruginous
clays tone,

2992: Meta-Rhyolite (Metamorphosed Rhyolite)

The hand specimen is a pale green spotted rocks Numerous
chlorite and limonite spots about 1.5mm. in diameter, radiate
from a central euhedral quartz phenacryst. These phenocrysts
are sometimes partly replaced by chloritic material.^The
spheres of chlorite and limonite may have been derived from
any ferromagnesian mineral. The groundmass consists of quartz
grains, chlorite, fine grained clinazaisite and limonitic
material. A few chlorite pseudomorphs of amphibole are
present.

Bald. Hill  Volcanics
3039: Fine rained Tholeiitic Dolerite.

The hand specimen is a dark reddish grey homogeneous
rock.

The thin section reveals a holocrystalline intergranular
texture. Grains, are regular in size, averaging about, 0.5mm.
Labradorite laths, some of which are zoned (Ang= to) An a),
surround augite and pigeonite grains. HematiYd graing ad
patches of yellow green chlorite fill in the spaces. Alterat-
ion of augite ta yellow-green chlorite '(chlorophaeite?),
is common. A little sericite and clinozoisita are products
of feldspar alteration.

As far aa petrographic diagnosis is concerned, this is a
fine grained tholeditic dolorite,^Field occurrence for this
type could Le a sill, dyke, or a lava flow.

3021: Tholeditic Dolerita

This medium grained reddish rock is veined with firm
reddish material,

The medium grained material is tholaiitic dolerite
consisting of augite, pigeonite grains, and feldspar laths in
an intergranular texture. Hematite grains and patches of
yellow: green chlorite (ohlorophaeite?) and brown prochlorite,
fill in spaces.
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Albltisatian of the feldspar has been extensive. It is
now. oligoclase, but it is unlikely that this is the composition
of the original feldspar. Sericite- and clinozoisite are also
products, of feldspar alteration.^The augite is partly
altered to uiralite*

Close to the veining material, the dolerite becomes
coarser in grainsize:^This possibly indicates heating of this
part of the rock during the intrusion of the vein.

The veine-material in a fine grained mass of feldspar
microlites, hematite mins, prochlorite,^green chlorite,
calcite and clinozoisita* The green chlorite surrounds.
patches. of calcite which are again surrounded by Clinozoisite.
Green chlorite pseudaMorphs pyraxene, and the released, calcium
has formed calcite.

30154 This tholelLitio doleritaH is coaree and reddish, with
large greemishlamygdules. Foikilitia laths Of andeslne
enclose grains of augite with margins, of iron ore* Hematite,
pigeonite, and smaller feldspar grains are present in the spaces.
Alteration of augite to uralite and chlorite is extensive.
Plagioclase alters to sericite, clinozoisite, and albite. The
amygdules are filled with prehnite.

3051: This orh...i'othaiiticbaalt is a dark reddish
grey with numerous amygdules filled with greenish Material*

Large euhedral altered phenocrysts of feldspar occur in
a: groundmass of small albitised feldspar phenocrysts, hematite,
and patches of colourless chlorite. The amygdUles are filled
with colourless chlorite, surrounded by a . rim of fine sericite*

3048: Ashstama (4cidic)

The reddish fine grained rock is well banded. Very fine
angular quartz fragments, rounded hematite grains and muscovite
shreds occur in a partly isotropic, partly feldspathic ground
mass. A very irregular banding is formed by concentrations of
hematite grains.

1103B: Altered s herulitic Acid Volcanic Rock (Acid Volcanic)

In hand specimen this is. a. pinkish-brown, moderately soft,
somewhat granular rock with a . weakly layered structure. The.
Surface is spotted with greenish goey sericitic patches. The
general impression in hand-specimen is that of a highly dLtered
acid. volcanic,

Thin-section.. examination bears this out to' some extent,
though the evidence is not absolutely conclusive.^Thus, it is
Seen in thin-section that the rock consists, very largely of
pseudo-spherulitic aggregates of quartz and. sericite (and also
cOlourless chlorite). These sub-Iltzvical aggregates have am
average diameter of about 1.4mm across. Closer examination
shows that they consist of abundant, fine flakes of sericite
and oolourless chlorite distributed in a roughly radial arrange-
'meat in a quartz base. The quartz Is commonly in optical
continuity over a. considerable: area, but in many instances, this
feature is:obscuredby the great abundance of the inclusions.

Also, in every case: the aggregates hava an outer zone
rendered dark. by abundant dusty, hydrated iron oxide. Again
the aggregates are commonly cut by fine, acicular quartz needles.
These are thought to be very probably inverted tridymite.
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Other, less abundant components are rounded quartz
phenocrysts, some of which retain some semblance of their
original crystal from, elongated prismatic aggregates of
hematite, quartz, and sericite (probably all that remains of
original ferromagnesian minerals), and small, ragged sheets
of white mica.

2905A: Me^ho ed G o acke o c d Tu
wacke
The hand-specimen iS a dark grey, fine-grained, highly

compact rock flecked ri,th tiny white spots.^Its fracture is
distimctly subo»eoneholdal.^There is no indication of bedding.

In thim-sectiam it is secs that the rock is essentially
fine-grained, though the grain-size is notably uneven, Suffic-
iamt of the original texture remains to show that prior to
metamorphism, the rock wns a firm, sandy sediment consisting
of angular grains of quartz, quartzite, feldspar and rock
fragments, in an. abundant fine siliceous matrix. Grains of the
coarser phase would have an average diameter of 0.6 mm. across.
It is probable that the pro-metamorphic rock would have been
a quartz-greywacke (sub-greywacke), or an acid, tuff.

The rock consists; largely of recrystallised quartz (70%)
finsi greem biotite. (2090, feldspar (8%), carbonate (1%) and
iron oxide WO.

The general texture of the rock is as indicated above,
though the original sedimentary characters have been somewhat
modified by recrystallisation. The feldspar is of two types
m kmolinIsed potash feldspar which appears to have beam a
detrital componamt, and fine-grained albite which may well have
developed from the matrix during metamorphism. The white spot
teen in hand-specimen are kaolinised feldspar. Original rock
fragments have been changedto very fine, dense aggregate& of
cryptacrystallime silica, biotite and iron oxides. Rare calcite
Is quite inconspicuous and is confined to the matrix.

There are no shearing or other deformational effects, and
it is thought that the metamorphism has been of al purely static
kind and largely thermal. The grade of metamorphism is low as
indicated by the presence of unreacted carbonate, mad by the
fact that biotite is the only new mineral.

29o5B: gal2=49112_21autzipil,36,m0.0 (Chert with limy inclusions)
The hand-specimen is a fine, hard, compact rock of

rather lighter grey colour than 2905k.^It also differs from
2905A in being lightly stippled with black spots rather than
white, and in possessing a fairly conspicuous, narrow colour
banding.^This, no doubt, indicates the bedding of the rock.
It is also interesting to note that the black spots have, an
elongated form and are oriented roughly normal to the banding.
This is particularly obvious where the substance of the dark
spot has been modified by differential weathering.

In thin sectiam it is apparent that the rock is an
eve* finep.grained quartz siltstame with an average grain-size
of 0.04um in diameter. There i& no indication of the bedding

thin-section.^The rock thus consists of finel
recrystallised quartz grckins (85%) in part replaced by patches
of crystalline calcite (12%), Other constituents include
fine flakes of sericite and occasional, perfect cubes of pyrite.
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It is apparamt that this rock has been subjected only to
evlow grade of metamorphism.

29050: Metamor hosed Gre PackeSiltstone with biotite and
et Black chert

A hard, dense, dark grey rock with conchoidal fracture
in hand-specimen, On cut surfaces it possesses a fine,
distinctly spotted appearance.^Thera is no visible indication
of bedding in the specimen provided,^It does., in fact, look
very like a hornfels.

In thin-section it is seen that the rock is very fine-
grained, consisting of highly angular Chips of feldspar . up to
0,2mm across, but generally about. 0.1nmi, in a very finely
crystalline quartZo-feldspathic groundmass, Throughout the
rock are numerous, small clots of flaky green biotite measuring
0,21m6 in diameter and crystal aggregates of colourless. garnet.
These two minerals always. farm separate, aggregates , and never
occur together.

The feldspar is largely an intermediate to acid plagio-
clase forming angular chips and crystal fragments.^There is
also some potash feldspar and fine microperthite, Quartz forms

. finely recrystalIised mosaic in the groundmass or matrix,
usually with admixed feldspar.

The true nature of this rock is a matter of some doubt
As indicated above, it may well have been a feldspathic grey-
wacke siltatane, in which case the biotite would have been
derived fran original chlorite, and the garnet from original
calcareous_matter, The regular localisation of clots of these
minerals, however, is difficult to explain since the chlorite
and carbonate of a greywacka-type sediment is usually evenly'
and continuously distributed throughout the rock. This
aggregation of the metamorphic minerals suggests the possibility
that the original rock may have been a tuff or even an acid
lava. In any case, metamorphism has masked the original
features of the rock and diagnosis is now difficult,

29061 Fine Biotiteauartz Hornfels with altered concretions.IDEILialajaalT.
The hand-specimen is a fine s dense, dark grey rock with a

sub-conchoidal fracture. Dr '-oous grains of sulphide minerals
indicate a mild degree of minexailJation.^The rock is partic-
ularly remarkable La that^contains, numerous p 'somewhat elong-
ated spheroidal bodies avercing about lcm, long by 0.7cm wide,
These are most conspicuous wilee the processes of weathering
have acted upon them, Where fresh, many are highly calcareous
in composition, effervescing strongly in dilute hydrochloric
acid. After such etching treatment all that remains is a soft,
black, powdery mass of ('?) iron oxides.

In thint-section it is apparent that the maim mass: of the
rock is a fine-grained aggregate of recrystalliSed quartz
measuring 0.021nm. in diameter, flakes, of green-brown biotite,
and a little muscovite.^In this base are embedded. larger grains.
of quartz, measuring,Imn. in diameter, plagioclase, microcline
and potash feldspar. . Thus„ it is evident that, the original
rock was probably al somewhat, feldspathic quartz greywacke silt-
stone, in which the chlorite of the matrix has gone over to
biotite,
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At odd places throughout the rock there are developed.
oecasional crystals of a . calcic garnet. measuring . from 0,05mm
up: to 0,9mm in diameter^Most are ire or less•euhedral tm
outline and appear to beof the nature of porphyroblasts,
There are.alsovery rare, small crystals of apatite. Grains
of pyrite are common and magnetite rare.^Pyrite: appears to be
introduced.

The spheroidal bodies Present a, perplexing problem,
particularly sine° they are fat from uniform' tm composition.
even withtm the area of on thinsection. Some consist very
largely of calcite in E:tcoarsely crystalline state(commonly
tending to spherulitie) with included quartz, feldspar, biotite:
and powdery ore minerals. The quaatity of these inclusions is
much reduced with respect to the surrounding rock, and both
quartz and feldspar show signs of having been replaced by the
calcite, Others are filled mainly by more Coarsely crystall-
ine, sugary quartz with relic carbonate, grains of feldspar,
areas of (?)epidotic material, powdery opaque minerals, and
biotite, There are gradations between these two extremes, and
in all cases the powdery iromore is. particularly concentrated
at. their margins.^Thera are: also occasional marginal crystals
of garnet, but nothing resembling a. garnetiferouS reaction rim.

There. are several possibilities which must be considered
with respect to the origtm of these spheroidal bodies.^It has
been. suggested that they may have been vesicles in. a fine-grained
lava., but the fact that the enclosing rock is, almost. beyond
doubt, ea meta.sediment rules out this hypothesis. Again, it
has: been. suggested that they may have been pebbles in the
original sediments.^This is improbable for two reasons:, firstly
that it is. difficult to visualise the dropping of such large
pebbles in a fine siltstone unless under glacial conditions:, and
secondly, it is even, more. difficult to visualise how an unstable
carbonate pebble could survive in a. sedimentary environment of
highly stable minerals under normal. circumstances. At all
eventa4, the shape and size of these. bodies are too regular to
be those of dotrital pebbles whether glacial or not, - They
could, perhaps, be fossil remains, but there is no evidence:
in favour. of this.

A fourth explapation could be that they are due to
metamorphic segregation and concentraion, but the degree of
metamorphism is low (biotite grade) and the bodies do not have
the structure or appearance- f concentrations which have been
produced by metamorphic proces8ot.-4 However, this theory cannot
be discarded without further investigation . it remains as a
distinct possibility.

The last, and we think., most probable explanation is that
these bodies were, in fact, calcareous concretions in an origin-
al siliceous siltstone. Thus they could well, have contained
inclusions of minerals indigenous to the.siltstone, as is
observed in their present condition. Prior to metamorphism it

thought that these: concretions were. silicified to varying
degrees, so that some became highly siliceous while others
remained essentially calcareous. They then suffered low grade
metamorphism with the enclosing rock. The opaque mineral of
the concretions; appears to be largely powdery pyrite or .a
similar sulphide.^It is not certain whether it is in. this:
case syngenetic or epigenetic in origin,
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mmammogsLIgaINATIaN OF. A SPECIMEN OF GRAPHITE,

by
W.M.B. Roberta.

The specimens, submitted by Mr. C.L. Packer of 132
Hall Street, Bondi, N.S.W. consisted of four small, strongly
magnetic brittle globules.

The specimens w3re mounted and polishe*examinatiaa
under high power showed the material to be granular in
character,, the grains; were roughly aqui-dimensional, and
optically isotropic.^They were cemented by a. moderately
anisotropic material which turned black on boiling for ten
minutes in a- sodium picrate solution, the graint remaining
unaffected.^The material had a nacreous lustre in obliquely
incident illumination, and was probably the iron carbide,
pearlite.^Two of the globules, when etched with a mixture
of nitric acid and amyl alcohol, were shown to have developed
a rim of irregular thickness having an acicular'texture l probably
formed from another type of iron carbide,

The foregoing results indicate that the globules consist
of a eutectic intergrowth of a magnetic iron oxide (magnetite)
and iron carbides, one of which is probably.pearlite.^The
only carbon present is that in chemical combination with the
iron,: The globules appear to be the oxidised residue resulting
from the exposure of a, steel of low to medium carbon content
to a:fairly intense heat,

10610D
^

6th July, 1956.
Report 4.

PiaTROGRAPHIC DES CRIPTICENS OF ROCK BA MIMES FROM ]3.M, R. 3
PRICES CREEK BORE,L, WESTLYZ. AUS TRALIA.

by

R.D. Stevens.

The following are brief descriptions of rock samples
from BMR 3 Prices Greek bore submitted for examination by
S.D. Henderson,

aerie 7. 635_ ft.

A fine-grained rock of very doubtful origin, consisting
of a felted aggregate of sericite, chlorite and clay minerals,
and numerous granular ferraginous bodies pseudomorphous after
original flakes of biotite.^It is apparent that the sericitia
and micaceous flakes have no) preferred orientation. Small
grains of quartz have been found, but are very rare.^It is
considered that this rock is of ultimate volcanic origin,
probably of a trachytic or andesitic nature, but it is not
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possible to say from. this specimen whether it is pyroclastic
or igneous

2sagal_.aLtt2.

A specimen of dark, feldSpathised biotite schist
invaded by tt (?)tongue of granite*^The schist consists of
green,: biotite sheets considerably altered to hydrated iron
oxides and set in a groundmass of granulated alkali feldspar
(orthoclase) and quartz.^The feldspar is charged with tiny
grains of hematite.^The tnvading granite conaists of coarse,
anhedral quartz with m'J.ch finer, interstitial. orthoclase and
large flakes; of altered biotite and chlorite.^This granitic
material has the appearance of having been severely crushed,

Core 7..656 ft.

Biotite schiat containing numerous, thin quartz lenses
parallel to the schistoaity.^The mica: schist itself contains
little slartz other than as narrow granular stringers;, but ii
large ; part the biotite has been chloritiaed.^The quaro6z lenses
are of course grained, anhedral quartz with some inclusions
of biotite.^The quartz has been highly strained and somewhat
fractured.

Cora 7.658 ft.

Coarsely crystalline vein quartz transacted by narrow
veinlets of fine-grained orthoclase and calcite, Pockets of
chlorite, altered mica, calcite, and hydrated iron oxides

- are
common.^The quartz has been highly strained, and the rock, as
a. whole, has been, somewhat shattered.

Core 8. 686 ft. 

Fine-grained, biotitop-quartz schist of much lighter
colour than the previously determined biotite schists, and
containing considerably greater quantities of granular quartz
(perhaps TO),^Granular pyrite is commonly present in small
amount, usually irregularly disseminated, but in some places
having al distinct orientation parallel to the schistosity, and
rarely filling fractures transverse to the schistosity*
Biotite, too, is quito.common particularly concentrated in
narrow bands: parallel to the sc ,;Aistosity.^This gives the hand-
specimen a thinly lined struc,^such bands may represent
original bedding. Poorly^en eacheloni quartz veins are
also present, but not commez2:.,

Core 9 t.1.89 ft. to E9G ft.

A fine to medium-grained hornfels made up of granoblastic
grains of quartz, mibrocline, microperthita and albite, small
flakes of biotite, and a little muscovite, and granular pyrite
and. magnetite,^Biotite and the ore-minerals are commonly
included in the granoblastic constituents.^Im many places
the texture becomes finer and distinctlyrschistoae, the rock
them becoming aquartz-feldspar-biotite schist relatively rich
in opaque: minerals.

aeza.),S11.6.21_11:6
A fine-grained quartz-biotita'hornfals containing a. small

amount of albite, abundant magnetite l narrow veins of pyrite,.
and conspicuoua scattered glomeroblastic garnet. ' The garnet
has possibly been formed by reaction between small calcareous
bodies and the surrounding rock.
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9th July, 1956

EXAMINATION . OF SPECIMENS COLLECTED FROM THE THACKARINGA HILLS
AREA NEAR BROKEN HILL  N.S.W.

by

W.M.B. Roberts.

Two specimens were submitted by Mr. P.B. Nye for'
identification, and for determination of the presence of
vanadium, The specimens were labelled R.E.B. Vanadium No,/
and R.E.B. VanadiumNo,2,

Specimen No.1 consisted of four small fragments of a
black sub—metallic material having a fairly high specific
gravity, All four fragments were polished and examined in
reflected light,^They proved to consist of rutile containing
tmtergrowths of ilmenite. The rutile was seen to be twinned
in one direatiam, probably. the (110)„ when viewed roughly
parallel to the 0 axis; the intergrowths of ilmenite also
occur ifl this direction. Smell exsolution bodies of ilmenite
era distributed regularly throughout the rutile; these lamellae
and those resulting from the twinning were lenticular and
atrongly curved, indicating a stress applied subsequent to
deposition. No other opaque minerals were present except
minor amounts of 'quartz and feldspar.

The four specimens: were broken into approximately
equal: parts and ane half of each was crushed. The crushings
were separated an the Isedynamic separator by J. Ward, and
gave roughly 60% rutile and 40% ilmanite. Each of these
minerals . was checked spectrographically for the presence of
vanadium, which was found to ba present in small amounts, in
both the, rutile and the ilmenita, although to a lesser extant
in the latter mineral.

Specimen No. 2 consisted of tam pieces: of a black
sub—metallic mineral AaVing a coating of aericitic material and
granular quartz.

A section from each was polished and examined in reflect
ed light. One consisted entirely of fine grained crystallized
ilmenite having an average grainsiza of 0,25 mm, ta diameter.
The other contained rut s;_le with bladed intergrowtha of ilmenite
in two directiOns at 50 to each other viewed in the plane
containing the a and b axes. These were probably in the
direction of the (110) and (100) planes, typical of rutile.
Elongated lenticular strain twinning was observed throughout
the rutile; the lamellae were strongly distorted indicating
some stress operative subsequent to deposition. NO other
opaque minerals were present.

Small pieces from each specimen were crushed and
mparated tm the Isodynamic Separator. The fine grained specimen
of recrystallized ilmenite contained almost 100% ilmenite„ and
the specimen containing rutile—ilmenite lntergrowths contained
roughly 50% rutile and 50% ilmenite,

Spectrographic analysis revealed the presence of
vanadium in both the rutile and the ilmenite, although, as in
specimmm4 less vanadium was present in the ilmenite.

The sericitic material was in places; a dark gream colour,
and in. the belief that it may have been the vanadium
roacoolite, m scraping was analysed sopectrographically and
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shown to camtain only traces of vanadium, The refractive
index of Tess, than 1.660, as weal as this small amount of
vanadium, ruled out the possibility of the mineral being
roscoelite.^It is probably sericite with a slight vanadium
contamination.

The identification of both the rutile and the ilmenita
was confirmed by X—ray diffraction.
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EXAMINATIM OF MINERAL , SPECIMENS FROM THE SOUTHPORT-BYNOE
HARBOUR AREA.. N. T. 

by

W.M.B. Roberts.

Eighteen spedimens/from the Southport-Bynoe Harbour
area, LT., were submitted by Mr. K.W.A. Summers, of the
Darwin Office, for identification.^The examination was
carried out with a view to determining which of the specimens
contained columbium minerals.

Fifteen of the specimens are greisens; the remaining
three are apparently picked fragments of heavy minerals fran
alluvial or eluvial deposits.

The specimens were crushed, and the dark minerals aeparf-
ated.^Samples as nearly representative as possible were taken
from each specimen, and placed onla zinc plate Over which
dilute hydrochloric acid was poured.

In this way the cassiterite was determined immediatly
as those fragments on which a coating of metallic tin appeared
after five minutes treatment, due to reduction of the SnO 2 by
nascent hydrogen.

Those minerals unaffected by this treatment were crushed
and examined microscopically to distinguish opaques, from non-
opaques. The opaq[ue minerals were then analysed apectro-
graphically, a semi-quantitative method being used to determine
the tantalum content; they were then X-rayed to identify them
positively.

Every care was taken to obtain a representative sample
from each specimen, but it is. possible that minor amounts. of
other heavy minerals were not picked during the sampling.

It would have been preferable, if, in addition to rock
specimens, concentrates, prepared from representative bulk,
samples had been sent for examination.

The following are the results obtained:-

ap.sairen.

The accessory mineral was identified as cassiterite,
containing small quantities of columbite-tantalite as inter*-
growths.^These. latter were identified from the spectrographic
analysis, which showed appreciable amounts of columbium and
tantalum in. the concentrate.

Specimen B6502.

This specimen of picked fragments of heavy mineral,
consists wholly of coluMbita which contains only a. trace of
tantalum.

Specimen B65(33 greisen.

The accessory mineral in thia specimen is cassiterite.
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Specimen B6504 - greisen,

The accessory mineral was, identified as Cassiterite.

Specimen B6505 - greisen,

.^The accessory mineralsconsist of 20% cassiterite and
80% columbite; the latter contains less than 5% tantalum.

Specimen B6506 greisen,

The accessory hrInerals are cassiterite and columbite.

Specimen 365p7 - greisen,

The accessory mineral in this specimen is eassiterite.

Specimen B6508 - greisen,

The accessory mineral was identified as cassiterite,

Specimen B6509 - greisen.

The accessory mineral in the specimen is cassiterite.

The accessory mineral is cassiterite.

Specimen B6511,

The specimen, a concentrate) contained about 20% cassit-
erite and 80% columbite, The columbite contains approximately
5% tantalum,

Specimen B65l22 - greisen.

The accessory minerals are tourmaline and a very small
amount of a black opasie mineral which could not be identified.
Spectrographically it, was shown to contain no tantalum or
columbium, An X-ray powder photograph yielded a very diffuse
patterm for which no data were available in the A.S.T.M. index,
The mineral is slightly radioactive, and gave a positive test
for uranium with the sodium fluoride bead,

aRecimen B6513_greisen,

The accessory minerals are cassiterite and eolumbite,
which form intimate intergrowths with each other. Examination
of the thin sectian shows that the dark minerals consist of
approximately 60% columbite and 40% cassiterite.

Specimen B65I4 greisen.

The accessory mineral was identified as columbite which
contains leas than 5% tantalum,

Specimen 365I5 greisert.

The accessory minerals are cassiterita 40% and columbite
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aZgaln.Mtajialk.=_EX21E9n.
The accessory mineral in this specimen is cassiterite.

The accessory minerals are approximately 50% cassiterite
and 50% coluMbite.

alpcimen 

The sample, a concentrate., contains approximately 85%
oassiterite. and 15% coluMbite; the latter contains less than
5% tantalum.

It is of interest to note that most of the cassiterite
present in the specimens shows a:strong pleochroismfrom colour-
les to wine-red. Pleochroism is reported as being only very
rarely observed in this mineral.

A feature of the greisens is the complete absence of
feldspar In all of the specimens.
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EXAMIMATION OF ROCK SPECIMENS FROM THE UPPER COTTER DAM SITE C.

by

W.B. Dallwita and W.M.B. Roberts,

Four specimens were submitted from the Upper Cotter
Dam Site C by L.C. Noakes in July 1956.

g2...9S-LITIQr,1.-.M.P.A.3.6. •
This specimen is composed almost entirely of quartz

and biotite:.^The quartz occurs as a , mosaic of grains whose
sda.e ranges from 0,03. to 0.65mm. in diameter^the average
being about 0.15 mm.,^Biotite is. irregularly distributed as
an interstitial filling, thought most of the quartz grains are
contiguous.^The mica occasionally forms small partial rose ,-
ttesi ranging up to 0.35 mm. across; this structure indicates;
that the mineral. is not detrital, but probably the metamorphic
equivalent of a chloritic cementing medium in the original
sandstone.^The biotite make& up , 5-8. percent^of the rock.

Hydrated iron oxides., zircon, and black iron ore are
accessory minerals.

The rock is. a biotizite,

azecimens UC anAjalaaliu

The rock labelled UC consists, mainly of ,extremely fine-
grained sericite containing occasional splintery fragments
of quartz ranging up to 0.1 mm. in length.

Distributed throughout the rock are rings of hydrated
iron oxide which measure an average 0.15 mm. across; these
contain as their centreS sericite having a slightly coarser
grains ize than that which forma the bulk of the rock. The
rock has a spotty appearance: in thin section.^The rings,
are probably the result of a . metamorphic process whereby centres
of coarsely crystalline sericite have begun to form, and free ,

iron oxide has been expelled, giving rise to an incipient
"Liesegane effect.

Specimen U0 056M is essentially of similar composition to
specimen UC. However, there is a decided directional structure
present which is entirely lacking in the latter rock, and the
diffusion rings of iron oxide have; spretad until they are lost in
the maini body of the rock, leaving only the centres of coarser
sericite, from which the rock derives its. "oolitic' t appearance.
A minor difference is the presence: of alsmall quantity of
chlorite,

The two major difference& suggest that specimen UC C36M
has been subjected to a slightly:higher degree of metamorphism
than specimen UC,i.e. it is located nearer an intrusive rock.

The presence In both specimens of splintery quartz
fragments suggests that they were originally tuffaceous rocks,
probably rich in feldspar, which has been converted to sericite
by a process of retrograde metamorphism.

There is also the possibility that the original rock
was a shaly type, in which progressive metamorphism could'have
brought about changes resulting in the same mineral assemblages,



However, the presence of the splintery quartz . fragments could
not be so readily explained inia true argillaceoUs sediment
so their presence may be regarded as favouring a volcanic origin
for the specimens, which may therefore be called spotted ser-
icitised hornfelsic aslastone,

Aa it is a . metamorphic process which is responsible for
the spotted appearance of specimen 036M, it would be: inadvisable
to use the bed from which it was taken as amarker on the basis
of this feature alone, because the spatial relationship of the
bed to the intrusive rock body may not be constant.

a229AMPn 110 

This specimen is composed almost entirely of quartz
grains La a matrix: of radial actinolite. A small quantity
of hydrated iron oxide occurs moulding quartz grains. The
ratia of quartz to actiaolito:is about 6:4.

The quartz: grains are sub-angular to rounded, and their
size ranges from 0.02 mm. to 0.4 mm., they show some evidenoe
of recrystallisation l in that throughout the rock groups of
grains, form larger masses having a mosaic texture.^The
commonly radial form of the actinolite indicates that it is
not of detrital origin., in which case the recrystallisatiam of
the quartz; grains- and the formation of actinolite are the
result of metamorphism of an impure dolomitic sandstone.

The rock is an actinolite uartz hornfels.

5pecimem C 1.

Upper Cotter Dam-site C.

Microscopic examination: of this specimen shows it to
consist of a very fine grained sericitic rock interbedded
with rock consisting of rounded quartz grains having a serio-
itic interstitial filling.^The rock, an Laterbodded khill
and.aurta siltstone, has been derived from an interbedded
claystone and siltstone by very 'low grade dynamic metamorphism.
This metamorphism has impressed upon the rock a cleavage parallel
to the bedding as well as a crenulation at 45 °' to it.^The
quartz bands4 the Individual grains of which are sub-microscopic
to 0.05mm. in diameter, ahou well defined graduation in their
grainsize, and are obviously the original graded beds virtually
unaltered by the stress.

aucirriam 081A.
Upper Cotter Dam-Sita C.

The specimen is fundamentally similar to specimen DC.C.56 ,
described previously. . Minor differenees are a slightly higher
percentage of quartz, chlorite interstitial. fillings; instead
of biotite, and. a small amount of introduced tourmaline.^It is
possible that some clusters of very fine grained sericite:
represent sericitisedfelispr, but this could net be:positively
determined.

The chlorite forms irregular masses and radial aggregates
ranging up to 0.1 irz, across; the radial structure denotes
their metamorphic origin. Many of these areas are being
replaced by tourmaline; which forms small euhedral crystals and
irregular grains, the form of the latter probably determined by
that of the original chlorite.



The rock, a chloritic uartzita cantainin some
Islarmaling could have been formed either by:

I. metamorphism of the original matrix of the sandstone to
chlorite and a late stage hydrothermal introduction of
tourmaline, replacing the chlorite;

2. the matrix of the original rock has been altered to biotite
as in •specimen UC. 0.36 and the lata stage hydrothermal
activity which gave rise to the tourmaline has retrogressively
metamorphosed the biotite . to chlorite.

This latter mode of origin, is the more probable La
view of the field evidence which suggests that this specimen
is located closer to the granite than specimen UC. 6.36.^It
would be expected that as the latter specimen has reached the
biotite grade the specimen closer to the granite would have at
least done so.
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PETROGRAPHIC EXAMIHATIOU OF SUSPECTED CALC—SILIGATE ROCKS
FRCE A BELT WEST OF SigLW11% QUEENSLAND.

PART I

by

W.B. Dallwitz.
collected 1027 W.C. White

Following is a petrographic report on rocks/front a
belt west uf Selwyn, .2volon -dand.

A number of the 23 rocks examined was thought, on field
evidence and macroscopic examination, to be possible cab—
silicate rocks or altered calcareous rooks.^Microscopic
examination shows, that no calc—silicate rocks are among those
described, and that anlyone (specimen B5001) had been carbonate—
bearings it is uncertain whether the carbonate was of sedimentary
origin or whether it was introduced prior to being replaced, as;
described below, by chalcedony and hydrated iron oxide.

Metasomatism has been active In some of the rocks', and
haa resulted in the formation of porphyroblasts of muscovite in
several, end In the crystallization of microcline in two. in
one of these latter tourmaline has also been introduced.

A clay mineral occurs as a irmatrix in many of the
sedimentary rocks, and as veinlets in two or three; nn satis-
factory explanation of its origin has so far been found.

Ulacimen B3362(a): 1 mile west of McKinley track, 2
miles South of Chatsworth track junction with McKinley track,
A very fine sandy rock containing flakes; of .muscovite.

In thin section the rack is seen to consist mainly of
quartz (65 per cent), feldspar (15 per cent 4-) and muscovite
(10 per cant).^The average grainsize of these minerals is
about o.oa mm. Most of the quartz grains have been recrystall-
ized to some extant, because some of the grains. interlock, mad
ethers show straight edges, but. the recrystallization has not
been sufficiently severe to give the reek the character of a
quartzite.^The feldspars are ovttoclase, albite, and oligoclase.
Some of the mica flakes, are of such size, disposition, mad form
(partial rnsettes) that one must conclude that they are not
detrital but have been built up by a metasomatic process, though
It is clear that most of the flakes are of sedimentary origin.

Accessory minerals are black iron ore (possibly hematite),
very , irregularly- distributed aggregates of a clay mineral,
hydrated iron oxide, green tourmaline, and zircon. The shapes
of the hematite grains are; such that the mineral appears to have
been introduced.

The rock is a very fine micaceous  feldsmthicsandatomea.

apacimenaB3362(b): Same locality as B3362(a).

The hand specimen consists of several bands of varying
thickness up to' L. am; this variation in thickness is probably
due to currant—bedding. As far as the hand specimen is
concerned the variation in appearance of the bands seems to be
due to differing contents of minerals other than quartz l notably
mica.^The section has been prepared from one of the micar-rich
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bands, which have a, more porous appearance, at. least on the cut
surface, than have the: bands which are poorer in mica.

In thin section the rock is found to consist of partly
recrystallized quartz, a colouTless clay mineral (R.I. less thani
that of balsam), bleached biotite and muscovite with accessory
black iron ore (probably magnetite or hematite), tourmaline,.
feldspar, and zircon.

The rock is a very fine micaceous Quartz gre,vwacke or
maxiyfina_sluay_z_carrrii eour .,__tsands tone.

aaecimen B .3.142: Four miles West of Answer Mine,

A silty, rock containing rather coarse pockets of muscov-
ite and quartz; scme of the larger pockets have a drusy aspect,
and appear to hav been formed by the weathering-out of some
pre-existing mineral, leaving mainly quartz, or they may have,
been left as cavities after pneurr!zt )lytic processes (see below)
were completed.

The thin section shows that the rock consists of a.
"matrix" Of bleathed biotite, (?)clay mineral (LI, less than
that of balsam), quartz grains (0.04 min.), and detrital muscovite
in which are embedded porphyroblasts of muscovite (and rarely
of biotite), commonly about 0, arim, long, and irregularly shaped
pockets rich in muscovite and quartz.^The detrital flakes
of biotite and muscovite have a marked parallel alignment, but
the. muscovite porphyroblasts have a fairly random. orientation.
These porphyroblasts (which commonly enclose small quartz grains)
and the muscovita-rich pockets have been produced by some
pneumeatolytic (metasomatic) process.^The origin of the (?)clay
mineral in this, and other rocks to be described is a matter for'
further consideration.

Accessory minerals are black iron ore and tourmaline.

The rock is a biotiticgremacke siItstone containin
Dazzphymblpts, of muscovite and muscovite-rich ockets,

ecimen B U: Approximately 7. miles West of Tip Top
mine, 7, 52940

The hartd- specimen is. dark pink and, sandy, and is. inter-
seicted by (?)quartz veins up , to. , 2mm. wide.

In thin section the rock is seen to be made up of form-
erly well-rounded quartz grains averaging 0,4 mi. in diameter and
set in a c:ament of clay mineral (R.I. almost invariably less than
that of balsam) and small quartz grains (0.06 + ma.). The
margins of the, large quartz grains are corroded; the grains;
themselves have commonly been partly recrystallized, and most
of them show marked strain shadows, which are probably an origin-
al feature, as the rock shows no sign of crushing.

The clay mineral, determined by X-Ray as being disordered
kaolinite, makes up about 25 per cent of the rock; it may be, of
detrital origin or it may have formed by metasoma:tic change of
the original matrix.^It is charged with dusty hematite or
hydrated iron oxide. It may also occur in pockets up to 3 mm.
long; these pockets contain little quartz and no coarse quartz
grains.
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Accessory minerals, are sphene, zircon, and (?)epidote,
all present in very small cuamtity.

This, rock, pending final consideration of the origin of
the clay mineral, may be tentatively described as a Quartz.:
azazaaha.

kpecimen B^w North and of ridge, 2 miles; South-west,
of Mariposa claims originally referred to as agglomerate).

A porousl sedimentary brecCia with at red-brown, sandy
matrix, in which arcs eMbeddd numerous, angular fragments of light
grey to buff fine-grained rocks;. These fragments range in

.size from about 0.5mm. ta .3 cm..

The original. quartz grains of the matrix were. fairly
well rounded, and ranged in aize from 0.1. to; 0,6mm.^Every one
of them has a sholl of secondary silica: which has grown out in
optical continuity with the quartz of the detrital grains, whose
original borders; are now clearly marked by a film of hematite or
hydrated iron oxide, . In the course; of this. proCess crystal
faces have, been locally developed.^It seems probable that the,
greater part of the original matrix between the quartz grains
has been. replaced by silical there is no clue aa to what this
matrix: actually was, but it. seems likely that it was rich: in
iron, which, is, still prominently represented as hematite or
hydrated oxide, Accessory minerals, in the silicified: matrix
are muscovite (by far the most plentiful), black iron ore,
probable bleached biotite, tourmaline, and zircon.

The angular fragments; which aro embedded in the matrix
consiat of fins-grained, siliceous sediments, some of which
contain appreciable amounts of sericite and altered (?)biotite.

The rock is, a silicified fmr_sE=us. gruartzpsje, sedim-
e.naraylor ciaec

apecimen,B11): Same locality as specimen B3369, and
interbedded with the breccia.

A purple-grey, porous, bedded, sandy roOk resembling the
matrix of the breccia just described.

In thin section this rock is closely similar to the
matrix material in the brecciat; it consists of quartz grains;
with well-developed secondary outgrowths, a fine-grained mosaic
of interstitial quartz, and accessory muscovite, hamatite or
hydrated iron oxide, altered (?)biotite, and rare tourmaline.

The rock in a silicified, ferruginous. and micaceoussand.-
gLIC2M,

Specimen B3373: 1 mile West of Mariposa claims (a rock-
type associated with, B3369),

A mediun-grained, porous, sandy micaceous; rock spatted
with flecks of iron oxide.

In, thin section the rock is found to , be composed of
quartz CM per cent), a colourless clay mineral feldspar (mainly
albite, but some microcline) together' amounting to 25 per cent,
muscovite (3 per cent), and small amounts of dusty iron ore,
zircon and tourmalimte. Probably aome of the clay mineral is',
detrital, but some of it is derived from albite or other feldspar.
The average size of the quartz grains is 0.1 mm.; the grains
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are rather angular, and show some sign of having been partly
recrystallized. There is no evidence that the albite is
anything but detrital, though it may be partly or wholly
authigenic; there: is na sign of any veining by albite. Some
weak partial rosettes of muscovite are present, and this
suggests that some, mica may have be. ^by pneumatolytic
(motasomatic) activity; however, most of the muscovite flakes
have: al sub-parallel alignment - at depositional feature in this
case.

Thura is no clue as to the origin of the pore-spaces in
this or any of the othr rocks so far described.

The rock is a very fine silicified auarla_greywacke.

^U39a: At 160 1 in diamond drill hole if- mile
North of main shaft, Mount Cobalt.

A fine-grained, granular rock contaitaing quartz, biotite,
and scattered grains.; of pale pink garnet. The Core has broken
at one, end along a biotito-rich layer. •

The thii . section shows that the, rock is composed essen-
tially of a. finely granular mosaic of quartz (80 per cent + ),
flakes of biotite, and paikilobIastic porphyrablasts of garnet
measuring uP ta 0,L. mm. across. Accessary minerals are
oligoclase-,andesine4 microperthite, black iron ore, probable
ferrosalite (FaSi0 7 ), apatite, zircon, and a single grain of
calcite. A voinlike zone in. which patchy albitization has
taken place traverses, the slide; this zone is about 0.5 mm.
wide, and the albite has been partly sericitized.^The calcite
grain is closely associated with the albite.

The rock is. a Egrnetiferous biotite ouartzite.

OSZZ)^6 miles Wes t-sauth-wes t afamacimen 13,500a
Agate Downs homestead. 6/5050,

A sheared, porphyritic rock containing phenocryst& of
pIatiaclase measuring up, to; 3 or 4 mm.

In thin section the groundmass of the rock is seen to be
made up of finely' granular quartz, acid plagioclase, orthoclase,
black iron ore, and rare microclino. The influence of ahearing
is visibly expressed particularly in trains of particles of iron
ore which wrap round the phenocrysts, many of which have become
somewhat rounded, others more or less; lenticular, and still
others marginally or completely granulated. The most abundant
porphyritic crystals are oligoclase;^orthoclase is much less
plentiful, and, where marginally stressed and granulated, micro-
cline has formed from this mineral. Quartz phenocrysta were
scarce, and every one of them has been completely granulated.

Thera is little evidence of any ferromagnesian mineral.
A very small amount of biotite and chlorite was detected, and
these minerals are usually' accompanied by aphene, black iron ore,
and quartz; other lenticular bodies consist. of the last three
minerals alone, and it seems possible that former biotite has
been replaced! by these minerals mainly

Accessory minerals, in addition to biotite and chlorite,
are apatite:, Mallanite, and zircon ©

It is difficult to estimate the relative amounts of potash
-feldspar and plagioclase in the groundmass of this rock, so that
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it is not possible to say with certainty whether it belongs to
the adamellite or the granodiorite clan.^It is also not
possible to determine whether the rock is extrusive or titrusive.

Following are the possible names:

Clan^Extrusive)^Intrusive
Adamellite^Toscanite^Adamellite Porphyry
Granodiorite^Dacite^Gran0q12=2-122=ILY
I favour either of those underlined.

Specimen B333a(b): 1 mile North-west of Belgium Mine.

•^A micaceous and aericitic rock, containdng abundant
cdTfwhite clots up to 5thm, across set in a. light, rust -brown
matrix. A rough directional structure results from a rather
poor alignment of the muscovite flakes.

The thin section, presents a confusing picture, but the
general tupression is that the rock was either igneous (a
porphyry or a granitic rock)) or a , granitized argillaceous &ed .-
tment. Any feldspar which may have bean present has been
converted to sericite and , a clay mineral.

Clots consisting of granulated quartz, irregular masses
of clay mineral (RI. less, than that of balsam), and generally
small amounts of sericite are set.in a matrix of aericite,
muscovite, and slightly pleochroio material heavily stained
with hpi.rated iron oxide. This iron-stained material is
commably found. in irregular masses separate from the white.
mica, though some is also mixed with it; it shows traces of
cleavage, and has the appearance of strongly . bleached biotite.
The larger books of muscovite were probably present in the
rock before general-sericitization and alteration took. place.

Accessy minerals are scattered grains', of black iron ore
and blue-green tourmaline.

The rock is a sericitized anekaolinized" acid
granitic rock.

eiss or

 

Specimen 13)•38(): Same locality as specimen B3338(b).

A soft, strongly sheared rock consisting of very pale
grey streaks and flat lenticles separated by abundant iron-
stained more siliceous material which corresponds to the rust-
brown substance referred to in the description of apeoimen
B333a(b).^The largest grey streaks are up, to 3mm. wide: and
several centimeters long, but the narrowest are only aLfraction
of a millimeter wide.

In thin section it is seam that the grey streaks and
lenticles consist largely of well-align ed, flakes of sericite
and muscovite; some quartz hydrated iron oxide, and clay also
occur as streaks and clots within the mica. The ferruginous
material separating the micaceous- streaks consists, of finely -

granular quartz, probable iron-stained, bleached biotite, less'
easily recognizable than that in specimen B33345(b)„ a clay
mineral (R.I. less than that of balsam), and hydrated iron
oxide.

Granular black iron ore and blue-green tourmaline are
accessories, as in specimen B3338(b).
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Thg„gita is a ferruginous "kaolin th bearin uartz-
aa=a1a4 . /ettl'ig clearly a more strongly sheared form of the
rock represented by specimen B3338(b).

auclmoL213.5g121): Chatsworth, track 4 miles South-
west of McKinley track.

A porous, :brown, ferruginous, micaceous, silty rock,
which, Lm thin section, is found. to consist mainly of quartz
(60 per cent -1) and detrital muscovite (30 per cent -V).^The
quartz grains are about, 0.04 mm. across, and are rath4r angular;
they show signs of haviag suffered some recrystallization.
number of muscovite. books, which are several times thicker than
the detrital mica flakes., lie across the direction of the
bedding, as indicated by the sub-parallel flakes, and. are
undoubtedly porphyroblasts, probably developed through . pneumat-
olytio activity.

Accessory minerals are black iron ore (possibly hematite),
hydrated iron oxide, tourmaline, and probable bleached biotite.
It is impossible to tell whether the blAck iron Ore is detrital
or not, especially as the shapes of the grains may have beem.
modified. through metamorphism (pneumatolysis).

The rock is a; fancagAnous micaceous, uartz siltstone.

gpecimenLillaqill; Same locality as specimen B5350(a).

A pinkish buff ; fine- grained, sandy rock, containing
fewi flakes of muscovite and some weal-spaced, thinl y dark bands
which Lmdicato 76 ,a;:ling0^Adhering to one side of the specimen
is a portion of^argillaceous -no.T..a and the contact betweam
this and the aanC.,y rock is parallel to the dark: bands..

In. section the rock is seam to be composed of quartz
(63 per cent), clay mineral (25 per cant), feldspar (10 per cent),
and acces sory black iron ore, muscovite, zircon, and very rare
tourmaline.^The average grainsize of the quartz, feldspars
(orthoolase4 acid plagioclase, and microcline), and interstitial
clots of fin&-grained clay mineral (R.I, less than that of balsam)
is about 0.083 mm..^Some recrystallization has; taken. place in
the quartz, and tae grains commonly interlock or have straight
contacts with one another.^The feldspars are ether quite
unaltered or contain only isolated flecks of clay mineral, so
it does not appear that the latter has been derived directly
from detrital. feldspars; furthermore, no transitional stages.
(such as. 50, per cent clay, 50 per cent feldspar) between clay
mineral. and .feldspar were noted, and mast, contacts between these
two substances are quite sharp. ' Either the claymineral is
original (sedimentary), or it. is an alteration-product of some
other mineral which was introduced. (possibly replacing original
matrix or cement), or the clay mineral as such directly
replaced matrix or cement (lowi-temperature alumima.metasomatism),
or it is a replacement of some mineral formed during diagenesis4
Strong evidence favouring one; of the last three possibilities is
provided by the preagace of three , clay-mimeral veinlets making
an angle of about 45 with the bedding, and an irregular clot of
clay mineral about Imm. in diameter.

Specu_Lttion about the origin of this clot is possible,: but
will. be avoided.^One of the veinlets penetrates the argillac-
eous band noted Lm the handspecimen.
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The pinkish colour of the rock is duo mainly to the
presence of dusty hydrated iron oxide In. the clay mineral. The
dark bands noted in the handspecimen are due to concentrations
of black iran. ore.

The rock is a "kaolinitic" folds athic uartz siltstone.

The "argillaceous" band consists almost entirely of
very fine-grained sericite,

S -pecimen B: East side of ridge l miles South of
Mount Dor

A hard, grey, fine-grained rock with a fairly good
cleavage.^Flat circular discs (1-3 mm, in diameter) of a pale
blue!-green. mineral lie along the cleavage and along cracks.. and
joints.^These discs commonly show concentric banding; X.!-Ray
analysis showed that they were composed of turquois, and m
confirmatory test for .phosphate was obtained after ignition,
Optical examination showed that the turquois is finely granular,
as is common with this, mineral; its refractive indftx, although
determined only approximately, is of the correct order for
turquois, and this information helps to confirm the XRay and
chemical tests.

In thin section the rock is seam to be composed almost
entirely of recrystallized quartz (80 per cant^and sericite
(15 per cent). Accessory minerals are irony oxides (hematite,
etc.) and. leucoxene.^The average grainsize of the quartz Is
0.04 mint„; and the grains are generally elongated in the direction
of cleavageas. defined by the parallel sericite flakes.^The
rock contains . a. system of quartz-veinleta and lentibles4 which
fill rather irregular fractures.

The rock is a sertetallartz schist, probably derived
frOM1 a sericitic quartz siltstone,

Specimen B3333 ^Chmtswortn track, 3 miles South-
west of McKinley track,

A brownish-puce, silty rock with abundant porphyroblasts
of muscovite.

The thin section shows that the rock is composed of
equldimensional angular quartz graina (34 per cent) whose
diameter is about 0.04 mm„, and porphyroblasts of muscovite
(15 per cent) set in a fairly evenly distributed matrix of
rather clear clay (48 per cent). Accessory minerals are thin
streaks• and granules of hematite or hydrated irOn oxide, leucox-
ene, and very rare black iron ore and tourmaline.

The porphyroblasts of muscovite have a random orient-
ation, and were probably formed through pneumatOlytic activity;
their sizais variable, but maty measure about 0.43E0,2 mm..
Some detrital sericite may be present, but it i8 not possible
to differentiate auch material from the porphyrOblasts with
any certainty.

The origin of the clay mineral (R,I, less than that of
balsam) is again a matter for speculation.^It does not appear
to be detrital, and may have been derived from feldspars l or it
may have mmetasomatic or diagenetic origin, as explained for
specimen B3350(b), It occasionally occura in clots Up to 0.5 mm.
across; these; clots contain little or no quartz,
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Assuming that the clay is either detrital or derived
from detrital feldspars the rock would be called 'either a
ailty_slayass.a withauplagplasts of muscovite 'or a k_ano.1..=1..zaa
axgasgLailtstone with or h roblasts of muacovite but if the
clay or its progenitor ?' f(72-570— is, of metasomatic
(pneumatolytic) origin neither.af these:names would be applicable4
until the probable. origin of the clay can be ascertained from
other evidence, it is almost impossible to allot .a correct
name, - particularly if the clay should have the second general
mode of origin postulated,

Seciren: Same locality as specimen B3533(a),

A very fine sandy to silty ferruginous reek contatining
acattered flakea of mica. and a network of veinlets of creamy
white to pinkish iron-stained clay^whicit has been
identified by Xr-Ray as a disordered kaolinite4^These vetnlets
range mi width from a, small fraction; of a millimeter to about
two millimeters.

In this roCk the problem of the origin' of the clay
mineral in the sedimentary rocks reaches its climax.^It is,.
difficult to estimate the percentages of the various minerals.
in, thin section', because of the variable amounts of clay mineral
in different parts of the ro'ak; however, approximate figures
ere: quartz, 67 per cent; kaolin, 25 per cent; granular black
iron ore ((?)hematite) and streaks. of hydrated iron oxide,.
5 per cent; muscovite, 3. pr cent; and rare tourmaline.^Tha
quartz grains are. of irregular outline, and their size ranges,
in different bands, on either side of the size limit (0.0)6 mm.)
set by M.A. Condom (1951) for the division between. very fine
sand and silt.. The muscovite is porphyroblastic„ as in
specimen B3333(a) o

Kaolin, generally iron-stained, is the Matrix of the
quartz grains, and is rather irregularly distributed in this
form.^Clots of kaolin virtually free from quartz, and measur-
trig up to lmm, in diameter, are distributed through the rock,
but are very plentiful in one band. Veinlets of clay mineral,
subpara1;e1.to the bedding but also commonly' lying at angles of
up. to 60 ' thereto, are plentiful.^The kaolin is much coarser-.
grained than any of that so far described, and most of it occurs.
in platy forms or in curved, straight, and sigmeidal concertina
like shapes.

No more need be said about the origin of the kaolin at
this stage, beyond stating that, in this rock, it can obviously
not be of simple detrital origin. -

The rock may be tentatively named a flamsnous kaolin-
itic^artz siltstone with ziorp_hzrghlastic muscovite,

Specimen B1,3:57: West side of track,^North of
Labour Victory Mine.

This specimen almost wholly represents the matrix of a
rock that was originally mapped as an agglomerate, but members
of the 1956 field party thought it may be a,eale-silicate
breccia.^The rock is medium-grained, saccaroidal, very porous,
and coloured red-brown by iron oxide; some parts of it are
fine-grained, and are probably fragments in the matrix. A hard
mineral, which shows up because of its good cleavage, appears
to be feldspar,
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As seen in thin section this . rock, in many places, has
the appearance of an igneous rock„ and resembles granite
aplite very ,closely.^It consists of grains of microcline
(averagcl size about. 0,4 mm.) and very much less plentiful quartz
of generally much finer grainsiza, both stained with dusty
hematite:, and having interstitial hydrated iron oxide , (probably
goethite) and leucexene irregularly distributed between them.
A little spherulitic chalcedony is also presamt. Many of the
microclina grains are peppered with granular black iron. ore;
this feature is fairly rare in the quartz,

Considered in conjunction with the field evidence, the
general impression gataed is. that this rock (with its large
fragments) is a sedimentary breccia which kiRA been heavily
feldspathized.^Other possible interpretations^if less: weight
is given to the field evidence, and also to some of the micro-
scopic evidence are that the rock is a feldspathized agglomer.-
ate or an aplitic sill with numerous: rock fragments caught up
in it. Against the suggestion that it,is altered agglomerate
is the fact that the rock unit is continuous and of fairly
constant thickness over considerable strikelength„ is apparently
interbedded with sediments, and grades into what have been
called cab-silicate rocks.^The same evidence may, to some
extent, also be taken to militate against the idea that it is
an aplite.

Whether the rock was an agglomerate or a . sedimentary
breccial, it is impossible to say, with any degree of certainty,
what the matrix (specimen B3357) was before feldspathization,
It was almost certainly not a calc-silicata breccia; it may
have been calcareous, though there , is nothing whatever to
suggest, that it was.

Some fragments of the finer-grained material mentioned.
in describing the handspecimen appear in the thin section.
They are all of the same kind, have irregular margins, and are
"veined" and broken up by the same type of material as forms
the matrix;. the apparent veining by the coarser material is
most probably due to metaaomation also. They have exactly
the same mineralogical composition and texture as has the
coarser matrix, and contain some larger grains of microcline
measuring up to 0.4 mm, across.^This similarity of composition
and. texture suggests s..trongly that the whole rock is a feldr.
spathized breccia, and not an aplite with fragments, because it
is unlikely that fragments could be so strongly feldspathized
if merely enclosed in an aplite.^The finer internal grainsize
of the fragments is probably attributable to an originally fine
grainsize in the unaltered rock; the coarser grainsize of the
matrix most likely also reflects al coarser original grainsize,
but not necessarily so: if the matrix had been more permeable
than the fragments, or carbonate-bearing, or both, it may have
been more amenable to metasomutism and to the consequent devel-
opment, of coarser texture.

The weight of the evidence suggests that this rock,
considered as. a whole, is a feldsathiztarb;
that it is a feldspathized  azglomerate seems to be less likely,

. Specimen B3359: West side of track:, 1 miles North of
Labour Victory Hine.

•^This rock is part of a fragment from the breccia. describ-
ed above (Specimen B3357).^It is a slightly porous, fine-
grained, massive, and light purplish brown, and contains numer-
ous dark specks (about 0,3 mula, ia diameter) and a, few flakes
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of biotite;^the mica is best visible in weathered parts of
the specimen.^The rock has the appearance of a rhyolite.

The thin section; shows that the rock consists of acid
plagioclase and microcline (together equal to 60 per cent),
tmterstitial small, irregular, interconnected pockets of
chalcedony (35 per cent), grains of black iron ore, apatite,
(?)brookitel. minute flecks of sericite, quartz grains, dusty
hydrated iron oxide, very sparsely distributed books of biotite
and rare (?)epidote,^The outlines of the pockets of chalcedony
are commonly cuspate.^The average grainsize of the feldspars
Is 0.03: mm,.^The chalcedony has a refractive index consider-
ably less than that of balsam; some larger drusy pockets. of it
may represent altered feldspar phenocrysta.^The few quartz
grains present have a size. up to 0.3 mm.„ and are. possibly
phenocrysts.^Dark specks noted in handspecimen. turn out to be
poikilitic black iron ore, and are most probably paeudomorphs
of original porphyritic crystals of a ferromagnesian mineral.

The specimen is probably, a chalcedonic rh elite or dacite

=en 331 D01:. 1 mile north-north-west : of Triggie Vous
Mine. 6 5051 thought, to be a possible calc-silicate breccia).

is
This rock, I believe,/part of the same bed or body

represented by specimens B3357 and B3359.^The handspecimen
has the appearance of a sedimentary breccia or an agglomerate,
and consists of fragments of rounded to angular pinkish buff.
greyish brown, and brown, fine-grined.rocks, embedded in a hard
mottled brown and black matrix. The fragments range in size
from a fraction of a millimeter. to 2.5 cm; some of them are
fairly hard, and others are quite soft.^The brown material in
the matrix is generally slightly . cellular.

The matrix of this rock consists of medium-grained
quartz, partly spherulitic chalcedony, greenish-to bluish-grey
tourmaline, accessory microcline, and rare seriCite.^The
tourmaline is commonly very concentrated, and the black clots
noted in handSpecimen are generally rich in tourmaline. The
brown areas. consist of somewhat cellular chalcedony containing
hydrated iron oxide as crack-fillings and irregular clots; some
long streaks of iron oxide simulate the pattenm of cleavages in
coarsely crystalline dolomite. The rock fragments show some
variations; a. few consist entirely of ironstained, fine-grained
microcline, and therefore resemble the fine-grained material
of specimen B3357; others consist, of tourmaline and subordinate
quartz; and still others are made up of feldspar (microcline
with or without, acid. plagioclase), quartz, rhombic pseudomorphs
in chalcedony and hydrated iron oxide, tourmaline, and sparsely
distributed sericite.^The first and last of these threo types.
of fragments most probably represent feldspathized sediments.
The rhombic pseudomorphs are, in general, outlined in iron
oxide, and their interiors consist of chalcedony and subordinate
iron oxide; the average length of their long diagonals is about.
o.oha mm.„ andi they undoubtedly represent a former carbonate,
probably ferriferous dolomite or siderite. The same applies to
the much larger chalcedony-iron oxide; bodies; in the matrix.

•^There is no doubt that this rock is an ,altered sediment-
ary breccia, and it may be described as a z.12111=1.12a_arld
.toz__maainiged silicifiedhalcedonic sedimentuy breccia
representing aa. stage of change. beyond that seam in. specimen
B3357.^There: is scarcely any chance that it Was a calc-silicate
breccia, but it was undoubtedly a carbonate-bearing rock at one
time. Whether the carbonate was of sedimentary origin or



whether it was introduced can not be decided.^It is even
possible that the feldspathized and tourmalinized fragments
with rhoMbic pseudomorphs represent dolomitic limestone in
which the calcareous matrix has been replaced-by:feldspar
and some tourmaline, but this suggestion, must be regarded
as mere conjecture, as there is absolutely no concrete evidence
on which to base such an idea.

01:1MiNCINCLII.I161711•3111111M1•61.

The four rocks, now to be described present considerable
difficulties, because they ara scAaltered that one can not be
at all certain in deciding what they were originally.^They
were collected from two small bodies close to at stock of
dolorite, and they may have been altered by that intrusion. On
the other hand, the alteration may be due, either wholly or in
part, to lateritic weathering, or to autometasomatism, for the
rocks are almost certainly igneous.

aLUiMan.1022iT2): 4 miles due West of Selwyn.

This rock is soft, and consists of a light grey matrix
speckled with granules of black iron ore and containing irreg-
ularly oval to spheroidal white. bodies ranging from a fraction
of a millimeter to about 2 mm, in diameter. A veinlet of the
substance of which these bod]es are composed traverses the rock,
but is net iraclula in the thin. section; this veinlet is about
1 man. wide:

The grey matrix containing the white: bodies is, on
microscopic examination, found to consist of amorphous clay
mineral (50) per cent) quartz (about 35 per cent), black iron ore,
calcite, hydrated iron oxide, leucoxene, and rare zircon.

The quartz is anhedral and ,granular, and its average
grainsize is about G.05 mm; some of the larger clots have the
appearance of having been recrystallized.

The white clots; consist of "'vermicular"' concertina-like
"plates" of kaolin. with or without calcite.^They probably
represent original feldspar.

The rock is either a kaolinizql_ulita or aikaolinized
2.9SSILYLY0 If the rock was am aplite it was probably derived
from an intermediate or basic parent.

ap.2212101?. Ba7,91(a): Same locality as specimen B3370(b).

A soft, mottled rock consisting of pockets' of creamy-
white clay mineral set in a brick-red ferrugineus matrix.

In thin. section, the rock is found to be made up of area&
of slightly iront-stained kaolin separated by streaky to vein like.
masses, of hydrated iron oxide containing a yellowish-brown
mineral which is Probably leucoxane. Lesser quamtities of
iron oxide an lel:icoxene are included in the neighbouring clay
mineral.^The a!,;Yucrance of the leucoxene masses suggests that
the rock has beaa cy?ushed.

77 -1 "Eaoln wac - probably derived from feldspar, and the
iron oxide and leueone from a 2erromagnesian. mineral.
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The rock may be crushed kaolinized and ferru inized
120.12,211gmaIlte or a crushed- kaolinized . and ferru Lmized diorite
9X_FAIhro.

• alacjammaiLl: 4 miles due West of Selwyn.

A pink and off-white, fairly soft mottled rock consisting
of clay mineral, bodies of quartz up to 36 mm. long, and specks
of black iron ore. The specimen is veined and marginally
stained by "limonite%

Microscopically the rock is found to be made up of
completely kaolinised feldspar speckled with hydrated iron .

oxide and containing lenticular bodies and streaks of crushed,
recrystallized quartz, and. a few grains of sphene and black
iron. ore.^Quartz makes up about 15'per cent of the rock. The
Quartz bodies have a roughly parallel alignment, and. the magne-
tite and sphene grains are also elongated in the same direction.
Some of the sphene grains have transverse fractures normal
to the long axes of the quartz bodies.

The rock is a sheared kaolindzed intermediate or basic
Legaltil or a sheared coarse- rained kaolinizeALLILLUzfolda.-
athic. acid_Imaltakaaa.

SPecimm_2115.1121 - Same locality as specimen B3351(b).

A heavily slickensided, mottled, unevenly porous, red-
brown rock containing pockets of quartz and kaolin in a ferrug-
inous clayey matrix.

The thin sectionshows that the rock consists of rather
large bodies of partly crushed quartz in a matrix of almost
completely kaolinized feldpar stained with hydrated iron oxide
and containing a few grains of black iron ore and zircon.^The
quartz bodies are not sheared and lenticular as in specimen
B3351.(b).

The rock is a crushed, kaolinized intermediate or
Imls,„..u.Ematite or al crushed . linized coarse-gmlially
XeldamIhic acid igneous rock.
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Report 8.

PETROGRAPHIC EXAMiNATION OF SUSPECTED CALC-SILICATE  ROCKS 

FROM A BELT WEST OF SELWYN QUEENSLALT.

Of the twenty specimens described several may be cab-
silicate rocks, though in only one case (specimen B5G11) is it
certain that the rock is not a metamorphosed basic igneous
type.

The exact identity of several other specimens
is uncertain because eventhe low-grade metamorphism to which
they have been subjected has changed them sufficiently to
obliterate certain. minerals which ilay have been present, and
so raise doubts as to whether the rocks were of volcanic or
sedimentary origin.

The problem of the origin. of the clay mineral in
certain sediments has cropped up again, but only very little
progress has been made towards its solution.

S ecin20_13.50.9a,

3i miles N55 °W of Labour Victory Mine. 7/5222,
A fine-grained biotitaschist containing porphyroblasts

of a.bufff-coloured mineral. These porphyroblasts are from
0.5 to 1.5 mm. in diameter.

In thin section the rock is found to be made up largely
of biotite flakes which have, with comparatively few exceptiaps
a. pronounced parallel alignment.^Accessory minerals: associated
with the biotite are; tourmaline and apatite, both occurring
as 'rather stumpy prisms.^The tourmaline is commonly euhedral,'
and is pleochroid from light blue-green to colourless; it is
very commonly =mod,

The identity of the porphyroblasta has: not been;.
 satisfactorily established. At first sight they

apPeared to be slightly sericitized orthoclase, but closer
examination showed that this possibility could be discounted
because the estimates negative optic axial angle of unaltered
material is about 40) .^The refractive index of the mineral
is distinctly less than that of balsam.^The possibility that
it is cordierite seems to be the strongest on present evidence
(the refractive indices of cordierite are also commonly higher
than those of balsam; cordierites with low refractive index
are rich in magnesia.) .This suggestion is supported to some
extent by the form taken by the alteration-product (sericite)
in some porphyroblasts; this form is in keeping with that
commonly seen In cordierite. Unfortunately no pleochroic
haloes appear in the (?)cordierite, and so we'are without
benefit, of what would have been all-important diagnostic feature
(if it had been observed); however, absence Of these haloes
is not a disqualifying factor.^Some of the.sericitic
alterationproduct is iron?..stained, and this lends some support
to the suggestion that it haa been derived from cordierite.
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Small graina of tourmaline having about the same density, or
distribution as those in the surrounding biotite are enclosed
In the (?)cordierite, and this suggests that the (?)cordierite
has been formed from biotite by thermal metamorphism at a time
subsequent ta the introduction of tourmaline.

The rocks is a p.matlyroblasticithardierito-biotite
acia_121,
Specimen 115007. 4 miles 17SW of Agate Downs Homestead. 6/5050.

A. fine-grained greenish black rock apparently consisting
almost entirely of hornblende, and having a rather rough
cleavage,

The thin section shows that green hornblende makes up
about 90 percent.of the rock.^It occurs as elongated grains
measuring about CO mm. in the longest dimension. The long
axes of the grains have a marked parallel alignment. Scattered
through the rock are small grains and groups of grains af albite
or oligoclase. A few groups of small epidote grains are
present, mild sphone, apatite, and black iron ore are rare
accessories.

It is impossible to say whether the rock has been
derived from a basic igneous rock or a highly chloritic,
calcareous sediment.

The rock is a fine-grained amphibolite.

aLecimen 1350042_ 1 mile NNW of Labour Victory Mine, 7/5221.

A fine-grained, dark grey rack resembling dolerite, and
containing small grains of probable pyrrhotite.

In thin section the rack is found to consist of light
blucm-green hornblende (60%), untwinned oligoclase (35%) and
pyrrhotite (5%). The bladed grains of hornblende are of
very variable size (average about 0.2mm.), and have an
absolutely random orientation. Granules and prisms of horn-
blende-measuring about o.a5 mm. are commonly enclosed in the
plagioclase.

As for specimen B5007, it is again impossible to be sure
of the ultimate origin of the rock, but the general impression
is that it is igneous rather than sedimentary.

The focks is an oli,oclase amphibolite.

a29.1n2p 4q1P. 2 mlles N of Tip Top Mine, 7/5221.

A mecliam-graiLtd, well-cluaved, greenistblack
amphibolite containing porphylasts of light^garnet
measuring up to 0.5 tml, in diar.loter.

The slide shows; that, apart from garnet, the rock
is composed almost entirely of hornblende, which is strongly
pleochraic with , X= palabuff, Y= bright green, and Z= light
blue, and has an average grainsize of about 0,6 mm, c The
blad of hornblende have a subparallel dispiLrn, Included
in tel.() hornblende are numerous, small grains of q',.1Y 4J27, and a fam
grains: of sLrussuritized plagioclase.^Magnetit-„1 makes up
about 5 percent. of the rock.^The porphyroblasts of garnet
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enclose -numerous small grains of quartz and magnetite and a.
few grains of chlorite, hornblende, and epidote. A little
hydrated iron oxide has been formed from the magnetite, both
in hornblende and in garnet.

There is no way of telling from the section whether this
rock is of sedimentary or igneous origin.

The rock is a porphyroblastic garnet amphibolite.

apecimen Amu. 1 mile NNW of Farley xomestead, 6/5053.
•

A very fine-grained, light greenish grey rock showing,
sonic sign of bedding. The rock breaks most readily in the
direction of bedding.

Two distinct bands can be seen in thin section. One
consists of oligoclase, pale actinolita, subordinate diopaide,
accessory sphene, and rare hematite,^The other consists of
oligoclase, diopside, very subordinate- actinolite, and accessory
sphene and. hematite; this band was, apparently, originally
richer in lime. The first of these twa bands, near its junction
with the. diopside-rich band., is very much enriched in aCtinolite
at the expense of oligoclase; the actinolite-rich part is
between L. and. 5 man. wide.

The allgoclase in bath bands is rarely twinned and is
very fine-grained - slightly finer in the actinolite-rich band
(about. 0.03 mm.); it is extremely difficult, for these reasons,
to tell whether there is any quartz, present, but tests with the
universal, stage, carried out by J.K. Lovering, suggest that.
there is some quartz in both bands, possibly mbre in the diopsid. ,

-ic band. The actinolite mostly occurs in needles with random
orientation; these measure about 0.12 mm. x 0.01 mm o „ but a few
very malt larger tabular grains are distributed through the.
slide.

The separate bands in this rock are die sidep-actinol
oligoclase hornfels or granulite and actinolite7l4opside-
o1igoclase hornf37 or granulite.

Specimen B4516. 3 miles S of Limestone Creek, 9/5143.

A very pale grey, hard, siliceous, fine-grained rock
containing ovoid, to lenticular bodies about- 1 Mm. in diameter
and slightly darker than the rest of the rock, These bodies
are most easily seam on the cut surgace.^The rock has 'a.
rather poorly developed cleavage.

In thin section this rock is found to consist almost
entirely of fine-grained auartz (55%) and sericite (4 ).^The
sericite flakes have only moderately well developed parallelism.
The average size of the quartz grains is about 0.06 mm.^The
lenticular bodies are made_ up of quartz grains about 0.1 mm,
in diameter.

Accessory minerals are small grains of subhedral to,
euhedral green tourmaline, leucoxene, black iron ore, hematite
and (?)bTookite or (?)anatase4

It is not possible to name this rock with absolute
confidence. Were it not for the discrete lanticular bodies
of coarser quartz one would be inclined to call it a sericite-
quartz schist, but the existence of these bodies and the hardness
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of the rock favour an idea that the rock is, in fact t

ah=ed. setized calmizjlarthyrz, tm which the (groundmass)
feldspar has been entirely sericitized, and in Which the
lenticular bodies represent recrystallized quartz phenocrysts
drawn out by shearing. The tourmaline: has almost certainly
been introduced, probably at the time when the feldspar was
sericitized; a little tourmaline is also present in most of
the lenticular bodies of recrystallized quartz.,

Specimen B3335. N. side of Limestone Creek, 11 miles.W of Selwyn.
a/5I8a.

A har0, fine-grained, pale grey, distinctly banded rock
containing numerous grains of pyrite and voids after pyrite.
Around the weathered pyrite and the voids the rock has been
whitened or, in some Places, stained pink or light brown by iron
oxide. The walls of the voids are; commonlyrstained brown by
thlimonite,

The true nature and origin of this rock are problematical.
in thin section it is found to consist mainly of extremely fine-
grained ((el) recrystallized) quartz (60%) and feldspar (37%4),
whose grainsize ranges between 0.01 and 0.04 mm o

Accessory minerals are iron-stained leucoxene, minute
flakes of fresh biotite-, apatite, black iron ore, and very rare
zircon. No pyrite appears in the section.^The feldspars are
oligoclase and orthoclase; the former is rarely twinned, and it
is virtually impossible to judge how much of emch feldspar is
present, though plagioclase is much more plentiful than is ortho-
clase.

Although the rock appears to be a pyritic chart in hand-
specimen, this diagnosis is difficult to sustain on examination
of the thin section, unless it be assumed that the chert was
(authigenically) feldspathized and recrystallized during diagem-
esis - an assumption which may not be unreasonable. The rock
if it was originally chert, may also have beam pyritized and
feldspathized by igneous emanations during. orogenesis.^It is
also possible that the rock is a pyritized. arkose siltstone or a
pyritizad and feldspathized quartz siltstone.

However, the small flakes of fresh biotite may be an
important clue to the origin of the rock.^These are most likely
to have survived if the rock is arip_z_;.t.=. and  silicified non-
LarPhyritic &cite and this tentative diagnosis is, the one
favoured at present, Some support for this- diagnosis is afforded
by the fact that Mr. White has stated that specimen B3335 is
associated with specimen B4516, which appears; to be a sheared and
sericitized acid porphyry; it is to be noted, in this connexion',
that the percentages; of feldspars in 83335 and of sericite in
B4516, respectively, are about the same. The pyrite may, it
seems, have; replaced mporphyritic ferramagnesian mineral in
specimen B3335, and if this rock is a dacite the banding noted
would, of course, be flow banding.

It must again be emphasized that the naming of this rock
is not to be regarded as final, though the suggestion that it is
a.dacite seems to involve least difficulty and speculation an
present evidence. However, the high percentage of quartz argues
against dacite, unless this is assumed to be a leucocra tic
varie'ay„ or unless silica , ha been introduced. And a, fresh
biotite, may, after all, be derived from sedimentary chlorite; by
metamorphism (of a very slightly chloritic arkose aillstana).
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How halpful I've been with this rocks A. guess on field
evidence may be best, after all.

.2521.2,en^2 miles. S.W. of Farley Homestead. 6/5053,

A mottled yellowish-brewn to red-brown rock containing
angular quartz fragments. up to mm. long and scattered dark.
brown pebbles; up , to 7 mm. long.

The thin section s-hGws that the rock consists essentially
of subangular to angu19.r quartz fragments (50%) of various sizes
in al matrix of ferruginous clay (145,4). The clay has a. refract-
ive index less than that of Canada balsam, and is strongly
impregnated with brown hydrated iron oxide; in some, places the
matrix is heavily charged with red-brown iron oxide, Several
fragments of what may be altered granite or aplite were observed.
Accessory mineralS are tourmaline, dark golden brown (?)sphene,
black iron ore altering to hydrated iron ol:ide, and zircon.

None of the dark brown pebbles appear in the section.

The rock is a ferru ĉlayey^ The matrix is
uniformly distributed, and shows no directional features, so,
the rock is unlikely to he a fault b,recciai.

apecimon 1359_02. I mile NNE of Labour Victory Mine. 1/5221.

A fine-grained, porous., siliceous, light grey rock with,
Ea purplish tinge. The pore-spaces a-re, lined with red-brown
iron oxide, and are probably voids after pyrite.

Under the microscope the rock is found to be made up
very largely (90-95%). of angular quartz grain° of 'size-range
0.03 to 0,16 , mm, (average size about 0.08-0,1 mm,), Most of
these grains have obviously been partly recrystallized, as they
have irregular interlocking margins, and their shapes: are not
those of unmodified detrital grains. Nevertheless, the rock
is s till rather friable when scratched., so that recrys tallization
has not been sufficiently great to. give the rock the hardness
and cohesiveitess of a. quartzite.

A veiniet of hematite or hydrated iron oxide traverses
the slide.

Accessory minerals. are: hematite. or hydrated iron oxide,
biotite, very fine-grakined black iron oxide, tourmaline, and
rare zircon. Some iron-stained sericite, which is difficult
to distinguish from biotite, may also be present..

The rock is a meam_fine_quartz sand Jstone• the voids
probably represent places where pyrite has been weathered away.

S eciren 003. I mile NNE' of Labour Victory Mine, 7/5221.

A fine-grained, hard, grey, siliceous; rock, with al moder-
ately well-developed cleavage; it is greyish white or contains
greyish white V.ecks where weathering has , taken place.

An inordinate amount of time was spent - and largely
wasted. - in the microscopic examination of this reek, as it
seemed to offer some promise of contributing: to the solution
of the problem at the origin of the clay minerals in certain
sedimentary rocks of the area. Some of these rocks were
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described tm the previous report dated 14P/56.

Quartz makes about 65 percent. of the rock; it has
been recrystallized, and its grainsize ranges between 0,02 and
002 mm., though by far the most grains, fall in the range. 0.06
to 0.15 mm.. Accessory minerals are leucoxene4 black iram ore,
hematite:, and rare zircon.

A number of flake& and ragged porphyroblasts of muscovite
are scattered through the rock. Many of these appear to be
corroded and partly , altered to a. rather murky clay mineral (very
low7D,R., R.I. less than that of balsam), but the most abundant
mineral, next to quartz, is one whose interference colours range
up to high first order and low' second order. This mineral
has the appearance of a clouded muscovite, but its maximum
interference colours are lower than those of muscovite; it is
generally closely associated with the clay mineral, which comman74 ,

OCCUr3 marginally to it or is intermingled with it.^This
unknown mineral has al refractive index less than that of balsam,
but greater than that of the clay mineral; it has straight

- extinction as measured along a (?)micaceous cleavage whera
visible, and is optically positive and either uniaxial or biaxial
with a small optic axial angle- (whether it is uniaxial or biaxial
could not be satisfactorily determined), The unknowm minera
has been directly replacing muscovite and, in many places, being
in turn replaced by the clay mineral of low D.R. and R.I,. This
replacement of the unknown mineral by clay mineral is also
very common feature throughout the rock in places where there is
no muscovite; irregular clot consisting of these two minerals
arex inn fact, very plentiful, and make up , about 20% of the rock;
many of them are several times larger than are the biggest quartz
grains.

In addition to the minerals described in the previous
paragraph numerous irregular bodies of more or less kaolinized
and/or sericitized (?)feldspar (probably orthoclase) are
coffered through the rock. These have the same general size

and form as the bodies consisting ef the unknown mineral and
clay minerals.^This similarity of el.,ze and form suggests
that the irregular bodies, consisting of unknown mineral and clay
mineral have been derived from the orthoclase l and stages in this
transformation can, in fact, be seen in many places in the section.

Another puzzling feature seen In thin section is that
part of the rock contains little or none of the clay mineral or
of the unknown mineral, but contains in their place. only slightly
sericitized (?)feldspar and a little mut-i3ovitewhose ragged
forms suggest that it is pseudambrphous after (?)feldspar.
Whether he further alteration of the feldspar to unknown mineral
and clay mineral, as seen in the greater part of the slide, is
due to weathering or to hydrenthermal activity ia unCertain, but
it is most likely due to the latter.

Finally, it should be mentioned that there is a distinct
possibility that the so-called (?)feldspar is, in fact, one of
several zeolites which can occur in sedimentary rocks.^It was
not possible, am the basis; of the few optical properties determin-
able, to eliminate the possibility that the mineral is a zeolite.
Such a zeolite could form during diagenesis, or it may, it is
tentatively suggested, take the place of scapolite in parts of
the area west of Selwyn - that is, it may be formed under
metasomatic conditions different from those responsible for the
introduation of scapolite.^The form of the (?)feldspar or
(?)zeolite certainly suggests that it has been metasomatically
introduced.
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Following now ia a very tentatively suggestea metasomatic
paragenesis for the problematical group of minerals in this
rock:

L,Formation of feldspar or zeolite.

2.Partial to (locally) complete replacement of feldspar or
zeolite by sericite and muscovite.

3. Partial to (locally) complete replacement of feldspar or
zeolite and sericite and muscovite by the unknown Mineral and/or
m clay . mineral.^This second stage of replacement may result
in direct formation of clay mineral, but most ccrnmonly the.
unZaawn mineral appears to be an intermediate product.

• If there is any truth in this suggested paragenesis, it,
may be that a similar set of events, with certain variations, has
been responsible: for the formation. of clay minerals in. other
sedimentary rocks, fran this area. But one difficulty comes
to mind. immediately: why has detrital feldspar survived in
almost perfectly fresh condition in one or tua of these rocks?
Could this survival mean that the first metasamatic product
was a zeolite or some other mineral which later altered much
more readily than feldspar?

No doubt thia rock description and the speculations,
doubts, and difficulties brought into) the discussion will leave
the field geologists confused.^But their confusion will be
slight compared with that engendered in the writer when he
examined specimen B50055 closely. Had' the examination been
only superficial he might have been perfectly satisfied to
call it a clayey sericitic quartzite or a sericitic quartz
greywacke. And perhaps it can, after all, be given either
of those two names, for it may be that prolonged clo8e
inspection and the consequent state of exasperation have
resulted in such impairment of the judgment that the writer
can only suggest that the rock should simply be called a
Eaksarpatized■mlulalta. until more information is available.

ap.acImen B5001. l miles NNW of Labour Victory Mine. 7/5221.'

A very pale grey, strongly sheared rock containing
numerous grey lenticles, measuring, on an average, about 1 mm.
3: O. mm. in cross section, and about 2 to 2,5 mm. in their
longest dimension, i.e., along the cleavage face of the rock.

In thin section this rock is found to be almost certainly
al highly sheared and altered acid porphyry.^The groundmass
consists of very fine—grained quartz and sericite in roughly
equal amounts, and accessory green tourmaline in minute prisms,
leacoxene, and black iron ore.

The prominent lenticles, seen in hand-'specimen consist
of fine—grained biotite and sericite together with varying
amounts of quartz.^Those, which are richer in biotite probably
represent an altered porphyritic ferromagnesian mineral such as
hornblende or augite; those containing little biotite probably
are altered phenocrysts of feldspar. Original quartz pheno-
crysts have been recrystallized to a granular mosaic.

Although this: rock appears to be a allghIly_talnmalinized.
ahcared and altered acisl_tor_pluy_ or lavm it is just Possible
that it is a sheared and altered argillaceoua hornfels in which
porphyroblastic cordierite. is represented by biotite, sericite,
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and quartz, and porphyroblastic andalusite by granular quartz;
however, it ts much more likely that andalusite would have, been
altered to) sericite, and so the presence of the bodies of
granular quartz supports , the contention that the rack is of
ultimata igneous origin.

The tourmaline prisms lie, at all angles to the direction
of schistosity, and SO it seams that they were formed by meta-
somatic activity after the rock had been sheared and when. it was
no longer under active stress.

ap.climen B33L3. 1 mile E of Chatsworth track 5 miles from
McKinley track.

This. rock is slightly cellular, but otherwise resembles
specimen B5005 in handspecimen, especially on the cut surface;
however, the dark lenticies show up - scarcely: at all on the
cleavage surface, whereas they ara very prominent in spectra=
B5035.

In -thin section only a general resemblance to specimen
B5005 is apparent, but there is, nevertheless, little doubt that
the two rocks were originally7similar.^The lenticular bodies
have very irregular margins, and consist mainly of a reticulat6
mass of cellular light brown chalcedony (R.I. less than that
of balsam).^The convolute walls of these sponge-like bodies
of chalcedony, have a uniform thickness of 0.016mm,; the: spaces
between the walls are commonly filled in by brown chalcedony,
quartz grains, sericite, iron-stained clay, black iron ore, and,
less commonly, colourless partly spheruilitie chalcedony with
refractive index only slightly less than that of balsam. The
walls of the spongy brown chalcedony commonly have. a fibrous
structure.

There can be scarcely any doubt, with the information
previously provided by specimen B5005 at our disposal, that
the lenticles just described represent original phenocrysts in
a porphyritic rock. One point worthy of note is that quartz
phanocrysts appear to be absent from specimen B3343.

The matrix in which the lenticles are set consists of
s ericitet, quartz, brown chalcedony, and accessory iron-stained
clay, black iron ore, and green tourmaline.

This rock is a sheared sericitizad and silicified acid
porohYrr or lava. Is it possible that the silicification took
place under conditions of lateritic weathering? Such an
explanation might most easily account for tha differences between
this rock and specimen B5005.

anucimeniB 1 • Photo. 7/5P2)1,

A medium...grained, light grey, acid igneous rock in which
feldspar, quartz, hydrated iron oxide, and black iron ore can
be distinguished with the. help of a lens.

In thin section the rock is. seen to have a granitic
texture, and the average grains ize of the main constituents,
oligociase and. quartz, is found to- be between 0.75 and 1mm..
These two minerals, which are commonly intergrownas coarse..
texturedlmyrmekite, make up . about 85 percent. of the. rock
(quartz alont. 35-40%). Chaorite is the next mineral in order.
of abundance. Then follow, in accessory quautity only,
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iron-stained (?)nontronite leucoxene, sericite, biotite, calcite,
black iron ore, and zircon,^The '(?)nontronite bodies very
commonly have rhombic outlines, so that they appear to be
pseudomorphs after a carbonate mineral (dolomite or siderite).

Strain shadows are very marked in the quartz; they are
far less prominent in the oligoclase.

Na potash feldspar was noted in the slide.

The rock is an altered armagsmile.,

aptasiman , 135014. About 8 miles W of Tip Top mine. 7/5224.

A fine-grained„ light purplish brawn, siliceous, porous
rock consisting, macroscopically, of quartz, a little black iron
ore, and scattered flakes of muscovite.

In thin section it is seen that nearly 95 percent, of the
rock is made up of quartz and feldspars in the ratio of about
3:2.^The average grainsize of these minerals is about 0.06 mm.,
and the size-range is about 0.02 to 0,15 mm,. Some recrystall-
ization of the quartz, at least, has obviously/ taken place,
because many of the grains have irregular, interlocking boundar-
ies, The feldspars are orthaelase, acid plagioclase, and
subordinate microcline; they invariably contain dusty particles
of black iron. ore.

Accessary minerals are granular black iron ore (probably
hematite), muscovite, hydrated iron oxide (mainly as interstitial
films), tourmaline, and rare zircon. The muscovite occurs as
ragged books, not as thin detrital flakes, and is clearly of
metasomatic origin.

The rock is a. very fine-grained arkose,

Specimen B5006. 1 mile BB of Agate Downs Tiomestead. 6/5052.

A very fine-grained, fairlyThard, buff-coloured rock
containing numerous, small, light grey flecks whose sizes range
from. 0.5 mm. downwards.

In thin section this rock. is found to 'be Made up mainly .

of very fine grained quartz. and sericite through which are
distributed abundant dusty granules of probable iron-stained
leucoxene and (?)clay. The quartz is somewhat more plentiful
than is the sericite; the. average grainsize of these, two minerals •
lies between. .002 and 0.04 mm..^The sericite shows only a
slight degree of preferred orientation.

Tourmaline in. very small grains is m fairly rare
a.ccessory,

,^The light grey flecks- noted in hand specimen were
found to consist largely of quartz whose average grainsize is
considerably greater than that of quartz in the surrounding
rock. Minor amounts of sericite and a little dusty (?)leucoxeno
are associated with the quartz. These quartz-rich bodies are
puzzling, and cause some difficulty in naming the rock. In
their absence the rock could be. aLsericitic quartz_allk_pame or
possibly u greywacke siltstone. However, if one wishes to
speculate about the origin of the quartz flecks, one could, for
example, call the rock a sericitin mme acid tujf or a sericitic

, idag.....4.=15.19.aa in which the quartz bodies represent silicified
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phenocrysts derived from lava, or they may merely berecrystall-
ized former quartz phenocrysts.

On microscopic evidence alone it is not possible to be
absolutely/sure of the ultimate origin of the rock, so its
correct, naming must be left in abeyance.

Specimen R33Li.C. 3 miles W of Answer Mine,

A strongly sheared rock consisting of siliceous, brick
red matrix containing numerous discontinuous layers of soft,
micaceous mineral, which when powdered, has a , decidedly greasy
feel. The widths of these layers range from a fraction of a.
millimeter up. to L. ram..

Microscopic examination. shows that the rock consists
broadly of Riscontinuous layers of quartz separated by discon-
tinuous layers of clay mineral,^The average size of the quartz
grains is about 0.1 mul., but many grains are much larger; the
larger grains, especiallyi, are commohly elongated in the
direction of cleavage. A small (generally less than 10)
percentage of iron-stained clay mineral is present as a. cement
between the auartz grains. The clay mineral in the discontinuous
layers occurs as thin micaceous plates showing strong parallel.
alignment, and having first order grey interference colours and
refractive index less than that of balsam. Associated with it
are clots and streaks strongly coloured by hydrated iron oxides.
Some of these consist, largely of hydrated iron oxide, but most
consist of clay mineral strongly impregnated with iron oxide. In
a few places sericite accompanies the clay mineral; here it
.appears that the mica hoaltertcl to clay mineral, and it is
probable that all of the latter has been formed by such a. process ,

of alteration, It may be that the iron-stained clay mineral
has been formed from a. ferromagnesiam mineral,

Accessory minerals are Introduced blue tourmaline and
rare zircon and chalcedony.

In its general structure and appearance this rock closely
resembles specimen B3338(a) which was described in the report
dated 14/4/564 The outstanding difference, wham tho two rocks
are compared, is that clay mineral substitutes for the grey
sericitic streaks in specimen B333a(a), and rers examination of this
rock shows. that there is a strong suggestion that sericite is
partly' replaced by "kaolin".

Specimen B3346 is^ 'o1.
or, better, a ferruginous kaalinized acid gualas, dera.ved from
an acid feldspathic gneiss or al sheared, coarse-grained granitic
rock,^Incidentally, specimen B3338(a) would be more satisfactor-
ily named aerru.g_g_o_inus,"kaolin"-bearin uartz-sericita eiss

'instead of a , "schist' as was done in the report of^this
alteration in the text should be made.

&Loci...mem 33321... Limestane Creek, L. miles.W of Selwyn.

A light grey, silty rock weathering rust-brown and red-
brown,

Microscopic examination shows that, apart from quartz,
the most plentiful constituent of this rock is a. clay mineral
with refractive Index less than that of balsam and first order
grey interference colours. Biotite and sericite are also
Important constituents,
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The average size of the quartz grains is about 0,03 mm.,
ander. few. grains measuring about 0.15 x 0,08 , mm, are scattered
through the slide. Hematite in dispersed graina and streaks
is a rather uncommon accessory, but much of the clay is
stained by hydrated iron oxides. Several quartz veinlets,
probably parallel to the direction of bedding; occur in the
section; they containssome hematitei clay, biotite, sericite,
and hydrated iron oxlde.

Apart from being prisent throughout the body of the
rock, fq clay mineral occurs as elongated lenses or discontin-
WITS layers up ta about 0,25 mm„ thick. In these layers the
'kaolin' occurs in concertina-like forma which lie with their
cleavages parallel to the lengths of the veins and give to them
a kind of comb-structure. Nothing, concrete can be said about
the origin of the clay.^It seems very doubtful whether it was
derived from feldspar, because, if it had been, one would hardly
have expected biotite to have survived either entirely unaltered
or only, moderetelyr bleached.

Taking account only of the mineralogy of the rock, and
ignoring any possible mode. of origin for the clay mineral, one
would call it a micaceous aumill2h1j5lualllt or a micaceous 
"Xaol "-bearing silistone.

Specimen B31/g. 2 miles 8 of Limestone Creak, 5 miles W of
Selwyn,

A fine-grained, rather massive, grey rock containing
slightly darker lenses and pockets. The larger of these
measure from. about L. cm. x 4 mm, down to 7 mm. x3 mm, as seem
ma. the cut surface, where they ara most easily visible, but
pockets as little as I ran, long are also present.^The long
axes of the lenses lie more or leas parallel to bedding or

' cleavage.

Whether this rock contained some or any feldspar when
deposited is not possible to decide with' absolute certainty.
It is most likely that the rock was originally either a
sericitic siltstone ((?)greywacke siltstame) or a similar rock
in which sericite was formed by metamorphism. Pinely granular
black iron ore, biotite, wad rare zircon are accessories in this
rock.^Grains, of quartz, tacrocline, acid plagioclase, and
rare porphyroblasts of muscovite are distributed throughout, and,
as their grainsize (0.1 mm„) is much greater than that of the
bulk of the quartz, it is possible that these minerals have been
formed by metasomatic processes. This evidence of difference
of grainsize is, in itself, obviouslynot of diagnostic import-
ance, because sediments do commonly contain grains of coarser-
than-average size, and such grains may be present in small or
large. quwmtity. However, when the coarser quartz and feldspar
grains are considered in conjunction with the darker lenses and
pockets noted in handspecimen the casenr their metasomatic
origin is greatly strengthened,

These lenses; and pockets consist of feldspars (oligaclase,
microcline, microperthite, and microcline-perthite) quartz,
subordinate biotite, accessory black iron ore, and rare apatite,
tourmaline, zircon, and micropegmatite.^The grainsiza of most
of the quartz and feldspars lies between 0.05 and 0,1 mm,. A
concentration of sericite occurs along one margin of one of the
feldspathic lenses, and several such concentrations are visible
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in hand-specimen; this suggests that the sericite in the rock
has been partly expelled or pushed aside as these: lenses have
grown. Some of them do also contain a little sericite, but
generally only where two lenses have met and partly coalesced.
Lm one place the material of the lenses has broken across the
bedding or cleavage for a short distance, them lens ad out again,
then broken aeross, and then lensed out - the whole giving the
impres ian of a cedar-tree laccolith - and has finally continued
km at zigi-zag: pattern for a short distance, Furthermore, the
ends of lenses, in places, are not sharp, but grade or finger
inta the neighbouring rock., It is not a very far cry from the
features lust described to arrive at a condition where relatively
large grains of feldspar and quartz become distributed more or
less evenly through the rock, and it is considered, therefore,
that these grains lows their origin to: the same metasomatic
processes which have given rise to the lenses and pockets of
feldspars; and quartz.

The rock is feldspathizad  sericiticuarIa_alltEllaa or
ZZIY.M1212-.A..latstoaa.

aptimtmam BTioa. N, sid, of Limestone Creek, 11 miles W of
Selwyn. 8/5188.

A very fine-grained, soft, moderately well-cleaved,
purplish grey rock containing very sparsely distributed, soft,
white flecks about 0,5 to 1 rm. across. One of these flecks
has a. square outline, as though it were pseudemorphous after
pyrite, A quartz veimit containing a few iron-stained voids
intersects the rock.

In thin section , the rock is found to conpist of fine-
grained sericite (50%), quartz (2-5-Z%), (?) clay (15%), and
hematite or hyrdrated iron oxide (52).^The iron oxide occurs
in particles which are about 0,01 mm, in diameter, and the
sericite flakes show almost perfect parallelism. Conspicuous
in the highly sericitic background are thin streaks of quartz
measuring about 0.2 x 0.02 mm. on an average, These evidently
reprevant grains af quartz which were originally more nearly
equidimensional, but which have now bean drawn out by shearing.

Only one of the soft, white flecks appears in the section.
This consists almost entirely. of an amgrphous3 clay mineral, but
al little sericite, (?) silica, and iron amide are also present.
The outline of the mass suggests that it represents a pseudo-
morph after a single twin of feldspar. However, any such
resemblance is almost certainly fortuitous, far if the feldspar
had been at crystal in a tuff it would have been elongated at the
time when the rock was sheared. It is, therefore, far more
likely that the mineral which has now been replaced by clay, etc.,
was formed in the rack after shearing„ What this mineral was
can only b)e, guessed at.^It is possible that it was pyrite, and
that the sulphuric acid released during, weathering has attacked
the sericite and converted some of it to clay. , The (?)clay and.
iron axida distributed throughout the rack may also have la)een
formed through the weathering of pyrite and accompanying alter-
ation of sericite,

It is not possible to say whether this rock, In its
present state, of metamorphic% is a sericitized a hs tame or
a 2=lcitized uartz ststans (or greywacke siltstone, ar
erkose silts tana , but in the absence of any surviving evidence
of tuffaceous origin, it 1S probaloly safer to regard it as a
normal sediment.
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kucimen B3.116.2. Ni side of Limestone. Creek, 11 miles IT of Selwyn.
8/5188), ,(Interhedded with rock represented by
Specimen B3313).

fine-grained, massive, black rock contEr.ining; nuinerous
small porphyroblasts o)f mus,covite.

On microscopic examination the: rook * apart from the
porphyroblasits, is found to: consist of quartz, Clay mineral
(R.I. less than that of balsam), and subordinate fininly-divided
graphite or carbonaceoua , material and fine-grained hydrated iron
oxide. The quartz grains are generally elongated, and their
average width is about 0.0)1. mm..

The porph.yroNasts of muscovite are. invariably crowded
with inclusions: of graphite.^They have: no) preferred orientation,
and their size, though by no means constant s, is generally about
0.4 x 0.2 mm.. In the direction of cleavage the muscovite is
marginally altered to a colourless clay mineral. This clay
mineral is ,. generally free from graphite, and the band. which
borders either side of the porphyroblast is of fairly constant
thickness in any one porphyroblast; in different, porphyroblasts
its thickness ranges from 0,01 to 0.04- min..^In rather rare
cases the layers: of clay mineral are, in turn, bordered by a.
layer of Quartz, which is: mostly about 0.02 mm. thick.

It is: not known whether the muscovite p.orphyrobla-sts,
with their abundant inclusions. of graphite, crystallized as such,
or whether they are: ps9mdomorphs, after some other mineral, such
as. andalusite. It isXsual to find so many inclusions of
graphite in, muscovite, but if the mica. has formed from Andalusite
it is curious that^each crystal of andalusite has been
replaced by at single book of muscovite; what usually, happens is
that the andalusite is. replaced by matted sericite.

Rare pseudomorphs consisting of clay mineral and hydrated
iron oxide are also present,

The rock. is a carbonaceous^uartz hornfels
ontainin , so o roblasts; of muscovite..
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94PNG/1
^

20th August, 1956.
Report 9

WAMINATIM OF SPECIMENS FROM RANGARERE: NEW BRITAIN. .

by

LLB. Roberts.

Three specimen% frcm drill cores and one from s gossan
were submitted by D. E. kardner. All were from Rangarere, New
Britain,

Specimen R,112.12,
Drill hole MR 52 . 10" — 

This sample consisted of small fragments• of skanm
material and hydrated iron okide containing irregular masses of
sulphide.

Polished sections of several fragments showed the
sulphide to be pyrite altering extensively to goethite.

Spectrographic analysis showed that copper is present
km the specimen, but no trace of gold.

Specimen R.B.12.
Drill hole M29 R20 3e t .-.,3p5

The sample, sludge from the above drill hole, was
separated an the Haultain superpanner; the heavy dineral fraction
was faund to form approximately 10% of the sample, andl consisted
of pyrite and magnetite. ana grain of chalcopyrite was
observed. Several grains of magnetite showed m grid..-like
arrangement of hematite lamellae, probably aue to alteration
along their octahedral planes.

Spectrographic analysis showed copper to be present in
both the sulphide and the lighter mineral f_ Ydon. No gold
is present.

apecimen Raoa.
Drill hole M29 R02 35?_LOt

This sludge sample was treated as sample RB12. The
heavy mineral fraction formed approximately 4% of the total
and consisted of pyrite and magnetite. Spectrographic analysis
showed copper in bothl the sulphide and the lightmineral fraction.
No gold is present,

81000 imea..&162.4*
Shear gone above drill hole M29 R.

The specimen is of cellular limonite with some "crystals" .
of brown material ranging up to 12 mm. across; these "crystale
have svitreous lustre and a hardness of about 2.5.

The"Crystalar were broken open, and all contained
core of unaltered pyrite; X- ,ray examination of a powder from
the "crystals" showed them to be the hydrated iron oxide 9

goethita,^They are pseudomorphs after the original pyrite,
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94PNG/1^ 20th August, 1956.
Report 10.

PETROGRAPIIC DESCRIPTICN OP SEDIMENTARY ROCKS
FROM THE GOSFORD AREA.

by

R.D. Stevens.

Following are, descr:Iptions of sedimentary
rocks submitted by Dr. • TZ.G. Raggatt,

p-Pecimerk 111.6.110_ (Quartz Greywacke or Redistributed Tuff)
(Loa, Gosford Area; N.E. side of headland at N. end of Forrester t s
Beach F2)

liii hand--specimen this is a moderately hard, pale grey,
thinly-bedded, finie-grained sandy sediment, with , an all-over
slightly calcareous character and with widely spaced, more highly
calcareous bands.

In thin-section it is apparent that, according to Condonts
classification (1953)„ the rack is of quartz greywacke type,
consisting; of detrital quartz., orthoclase, plagioclase, micro-
perthite and accessory biotite, chlorite, apatite, zircon,
leucoaeno and tourmaline in a very fine matrix. The detrital
grains are moderately well sorted, }toying an average diameter. of
about 0.1 mm. and a maximum observed diameter of 0,16 mm.. The
finer grains grade by decrease in size into the matrix. All
grains are angula•.? in outline, and1 many of the mere elongated
ones possess a weak preferred orientation parallel to the bedding.

Detrital quartz (approx. 4%) is clear, but slightly/
strained; it is apparent that this strain is a pre-depositional
character of the quartz. Many greai 1.1)S have a notably angular
outline, commonly with. re-entre:alit angles, and such a feature
suggesta very little abrasion and probably short transport.
Orthoclase gmins are generally more or less highly altered 'by
kaolinization and. sericitization, together with some replacement
by calcite. A littl-., microperthite and possible; microcline
has also been detected, The potash feldspars together make up
about 10% of the sediment, Crystal fragments of plagioclase
(albite - Ab92)) total some 5%, They are usually fairly fresh,
though , occasionally eericitized and kaolinised„ and tend to
retain an, angular, rectangular outline. The a.ccessory detrital
minerals together total about VO y and are randomly distributed.
through:out the rock. Biotite is rarely fresh, having nearly
in every case been highly' chlaritisecl. Chlorite varies from
yellowish-brown to deep green, the latter resembling glauconite
when amorphous, In nearly, all cases it is apparent that the
chlorite has been derived from original mica, The tourmaline

green variety. Both apatite and zircon tend to retain a
distinct prismatic form, One grain of possible (Obrookite was
detected.

The matrix (45%) is a, very fine-grained paste, apparently
consisting of finely divided sericite" silica end clay, together
with about 10r) of calcite, This material is commonlyr aggregated
into more or less rounded bodies of roughly the same, dimensions
as the major detrital grains, This feature suggests that such
aggregates may actually represent detrital grains of feldspar or
matrix material from a. fine, volcanic rock,
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It is possible that this sediment may be,," in part at
• least, a redistributed tuff. Such an interpretatian is
suggested by the:forma of the quartz grains;, the presence of
crystal chips of plagioclase, and the partly aggregated nature
of the matrix material.

:According to Pettijohn this rock shoulcIbe named sub-
greywadke.

Specimen R.6131. (Tuffaceons Sandstone or greywacke).

In thin-sectien it is seen that the rock is a medium- ,

grained, polymictic sandstone;consisting of detrital grains of
quartz, orthoclase, plagioclase, quartz-feldspar-sericite fragmenb
and grains of altered, sericitic quartzo-feldspathic volcanic
material, together with accessory tourmaline, leucaxene, zircon,
limonite, biotite and (?)sphne, Cementing material is quite
aubordinate in quantity and is of siliceous-sericitic composition.

Detrital grains are fairly well sorted, having an
average diameter of about 0.24 mm., and a maximum of 0.4 min..
The separate mineral grains have distinctly angular outlines, but
the volcanic grains are mare rounded. There is no; indication
of bedding within section. The quartz grains are clear and only
slightly strained. Some have an aggregate internal structure
resembling vein quartz or meta-quartzite and others contain tiny,
laths-like inclusions of albite and streams of bubbles. Many
show signs of having been fractured. Detrital quartz makes up
about 30% of the rock. The orthoclase (5%) has generally been
altered by kaalinisation and soricitisatian, in hinny cases vory
highly so. Such feldspar grains are usually rather more
rounded than the quartz grains. Plagioclase (10%) is almost
pure albite (Ab98); it is well twinned, and slightly kaolinised
and suricitised. Rounded fragments of veryrfine-graimed
volcanic rock constitmte roughly 50% of the sediment. These
include fine, felted aggregates of sericite, quartz and feldspar,
fragments af a finely porphyritic volcanic rock consisting of
albite phenocrysts in a sericitic„ feldspathic and siliceous
groundmass„ rare grains of a symplectic intergrowth of quartz
and orthoclase, grains of felted sericite, and rare grains of
chlorite. The roundness' of these grains indicates that they
have undergone some degree of transportation. Accessory
detrital grains include leucoxene, green and blue tourmaline,
zirconl lemcoxenised ilmenite„ chloritisedbiotitee, and possible
sphene. Rare sheets of clay minerals have been derived from
original mice.

It is suggested that the rock may be redistributed tuff
with added quartz sand. It is apparent that the volcanic
material is of acid to intermediate-acid composition, In
Condants classification the sediment would be a "mictite".

(Loc. Gosford Are • Point between Tuggerah entrance rock baths-
and. Blue; Bay).

In hand specimen this is a maderately hard, pale brawnish-
grey, medium to fine-grained sandstone, with thin, grey-brown
ahaie chipsAlp to: 1 cm* long distributed parallel. to the bedding.
The sediment is somewhat. friableowing to paucity of cementing;
material.. It is also)porous and slightiy permeable.

c lan.(71^rg inaceous and Dolomitic Quartz, sand';one;).
(Loc.^Area:- Northern quarry, Gosford township)...,
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In hand-specinem this is amoderatelshardl medium-
grained light-grey, weaklsbedded sandstone containing thin,
discontinuous, darbargrey„films parallel to the bedding. These
may ba carbonaceous, but none were included in the thin-seetion4
though several isolated grains of graphite have been detected.

Imthin-section it is seam that the sediment consists

The mineral grains are mainly angular, and moderately
well sorted. The average grain diameter is about 0.15 mm., with
an observed maximum of 0.5 mm., ranging down to a minimum of
0.08; mm.. There is no indication of bedding in thin-section.

Quartz grains contain inclusions of brown tourmaline,
streams of fine bubbles, sericite., chlorite, possible apatite,
and dusty iron oxides (?). Some are slightly strained, and at
few possess an aggregated mosaic structure internally. It is
possible , that much of the quartzo-serieitic material of the
matrix may have been derived fram original feldspar, very little
of which now remains. The carbonate is authigenic in origin and
well crystallised. It forms areas and partial crystals in
places enclosing several of the detrital grains. The optical
characters of the carbonate, together with the absence of
effervescence in dilute HOL„ suggest that it is an iron-bearing
dolomite, Also, in rare places the matrix has become somewhat
ferruginised.

Specimen R.61. (/reywecka of Tuffaceous Sandstone). •
(Loc.Gosford Area; First outcrop an sea beach Ni.of Lake Wamberal)

The hand specimen is similar to R.6130, though a little
coaTser-grained, being a pale-grey, fine to medium-grained sand-
Stone without visible signs of bedding. It also differs fram
R.6130 in being non-calcareous.

Im thin-section it is seen that this sediment is mineral-
ogically similar to R.6150, oonsisting of abundant angular quvtz
grains (40%), abundant quartzo-sericitic grains (30%), and
smaller Quantities of biotite, chlorite and muscovite (5%),
plagioclase (1%) and orthoclase (A, together with accessory
tourmalime (green and green-brown), zircon, leucoxene rutila and
possible brookite, in a finely felted matrix of sericite, quartz
and clay.

The detrital constituents are only moderately well sorted,
ranging from 0.08 mm. to 0.32 mm. across. The average grain
diameter is about 0.16 mm. Most grains ere highly angular in
outline, and aslight degree of preferred orientation of the
more elongated fragments indicates the bedding of the rock in
thin-section.

mainly . of angular quartz grains (60%) and some.. quartzo- ericitie
grains 45%). probably representing original detrital feldspar.
It few unaltered grains of microcline have been detected. Accesa-.
ors detrital minerals (%) include leucaxeme, green tourmaline,.
zircon, muscovite, altered biotite, sphene and rare rutile, The
detrital grains are held in a, matrix (23%) of finely felted
quartz andls7Acite, withiabundant carbonate (5%). Three grains
of crystalline graphite were observed..

A few of the. detrital. quartz grains show slight tmdicatp-
ians of secondary growth, but most are highly angular fragments
exhibiting undulose extinction and a fairly comma internally
granular quartz. Some of the detrital . orthoclase similarly has
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an internally granular stracture, and all of the potash feldspar
has been somewhat kaolinised and sericitised,^The plagioclase
is a soclic trab it a, The detrital quartzo-sericitie grains
seem, to be gragments of highly altered, fine-grained igneous
material, originally of feldspathic character. Some even
contain microphenocrysts of altered orthoclase or albite.^These
grains, are of essentially the, same composition as the matrix,
and it is probable that the matrix has beeit derived from such
material.

The above features suggest that the sediment is a tuff-
aceous sandstone or a 7,reywacke-type deposit derived fromf:a.
nearby volcanic terrain, possibly' being of the n.a :lure of a
redis tributOd .tuff with considerable sandy admixture.

Decimera 11.6.1aL„ (Coarse-grained Argillaceous Quartz Sandstone).
(Loc. Gos-ford Area; Top of hill between Terrigal and .Avoca. Bea. ,ch)

The hand-specimen is a. coarse-grained, light brown,
slightly f'erruginous, sands tone with weakly expressed bedding
and high porosity, but only moderate permeability.

Thin-section emunination shows that the sediment is a
coarse-grained quartz sandstone with a-. subordinate. argillaceous
cement, The detrital quartz grains (90%) are of sub-angular
tos angular outline and show slight indications of secondary
growth). Some of the quartz has an internal granular or
mosaic texture suggesting that it may well have been derived
from quartz veins irk a metamorphic terrain, Streams of dusty
inclusions are common, and many of the grains exhibit strong
undulose extinction; a feature indicating the operation of
considerable stresses in the parent material. Some have
reached the sta-ge of shearing and granulat:Ion. Rare inclusions
of muscovite and (?)rutile have been detected.

Minor constituents include rare, highly altered grains
of (?)feldspar, and accessory hydrated iron oxides.^The
cementing material is argillaceous . , sericitic and siliceous,
being a fine aggregate of these substances:, commonly with some
hydrated iron oxide. A striking feature; is the patchy dist-
ribution of this cement, which forms randomly clis.tributed "pock-
etsn'. Such a. feature suggests that it may have been formed'
from the decomposition of original. detrital feldspar, and some
of it may represent grains. of finely crystalline volcanic
material. The slight secondary outgrowth of the quartz grains
also; contributes, to the cementation of the sediment,

S ecimern R 6135. Quartz. Greywacke ow Argillaceous Quartz
.

Sands tone Loci, Gosforcl District; from. ridge between two:
quarries: at Gosford).

The handi-specimeni is a. me.d.ium to fine-grained, light
brown, somewhat ferruginous; sandstone without notable bedding,
though mica. flakes. are clearly visible, but not abundant, The
rock. is moderately hard, porous, and only slightly permeable..

The thin-section shows that this is a. medium-grained
sandstone containing' fine quartz pebbles: in addition to quartz.
sand, The main bulk of the rock is made up of sub-angular
quartz sand(LC)%) and. grains of internally aggregated (and.
granulated) quartz (10%). No; feldspar, as such, was detected
though: highly sericitic and argillaceous aggregates (20.%) in the
mattix may. represent original feldspar, and/or fragments of
fine•-hgrained rack, sedimentary or volcanic, including several
grains of very fine, sericitic (?)che.rt. Accessory detrital
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minerals include muscovite2 altered biotite, hydrated iron
oxides, leucoxene, (?)brookite, zircon, and small amounts of
tourmaline and apatite, largely as inclusions in the quartz
grainG. The matrix is of finely divided argillaceous and
aericitic matter, with some fine silica.

The detrital constituents are rather poorly sorted,
ranging from fine sand (0.08, mm) to very coarse sand (2.25, mm)
as "pebbles" carried in the sediment. Grain-outlines are
generally sub-angular, and there is a suggestion of secondary
growth on the quartz g:mins, most of which also carry streams
of dusty inclusions, The hydrated iron oxide In the:matrix is
significantly crystalline, and is thus probably of authigenic
origin. Numerous plates, of Millite have apparently formed
from detrital mica, It is such sheets of micaceoua clay
minerals which are seam in the hand-specimen.

qihecimen R,6136. (Fine Redistributed Tuff OT Greywacke.)
(Loc. Gosford Areal).

The hand-specimen is a fine-grained, chocolate-coloured
sediment with fairly distinct bedding, and exhibiting a dist-
inctive, curved, spelling cleavage.^The rock is; moderately
hard, only' slightly porous and slightly permeable.

In thin-section it is seen that the sediment is a very
fine-grained, polymictic sand consisting of detrital grains of
quartz (15%), sericitised and kaolimised feldapar (5%), fine.
grained fragments of rock: material (60%), altered mica (5%),
hydrated iron oxides (5%), and accessoryrbiotite and leucoxene,
with a ferruginous, argillaceous cement (10%).

The detrital material is fairly well sorted, the average
grain diameter being around 0.08 mm., with a maximum of 0.15 mm,
and a minimum of about 0.03 mm. Most grains are highly angular
in outline, and there is no indication of bedding in their
orientation.

Quartz grains are slightly strained, and commonly clouded
with dusty, undetermined inclusions. The feldspathic material
appears to consist of albite and possible orthoclase, though the
fine grainsize and high degree of alteration to sericite, kaolin
and (?)silica makes; positive identification difficult.^The
fragmmts of "rock-material" are very fine-grained, but appear
to consist largely of finely divided sericite, quartz and_ alkali
feldspar, It would thus appear that they are probably of
igneous origin, though some may be fragm , Ints of indurated mud-
stone,^The majorLtj i howve 9 have the appearance of extremely
fine-grained ground.-3s nw.terial of a volcanic rock. Other
similar grains may represent oompletely decomposed feldspar.
One grain of undoubted, trachytic-textured, feldspathic lava
was detected.

Many of the definite feldspar grains, arc sub-rectangular
crystal fragments, and Some of the quartz fragments have curved
and splintery shapes, so that, all features considered, it is,
most probable that the sediment is of tuffaceoUs origin and
approaching a greywacke in composition.

apecimen R6l37. (Ash-stone or silty claystane).
(Loe, Gos ford Area; as for R.6131)

The hand-specimen is a very fine-grained, relatikely soft,
medium to dark grey sediment without distinguishable bedding.



In thin-section it is seen that the rock is an ash-stone
or silty claystone. consisting principally of exceedingly
finely divided clay, ohlorito and silica., carrying; numerous
angular to) splintery- silt-sized grains and chips of quartz (7%) P
flakes of sericite 3%), acid plagioclase feldspar (I%) P
chlorite (2%), and ?)chert (2%). A slight degree of parallel
orientation of sericite flakes and fibres i and. qUartz splinters
provides a. weak indication of the sedimentary bedding. Powdery
leucoxene and possible carbonaceous films are present in minor
quantities.;

The presence of splintery- quartz fragments tends to
favour the rocks being, an ash-stone rather than a silty clay-
stone; it is possible that the ash-stone has been re-distributed,
and that extraneous material has been added. to Give rise to the
rock as now constituted.
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EXAMINATMISL.FLA RADIOACTIVE SPECIMEN FROM CONDOBLIN.  N.S.W. 

by

\LLB. Roberts.
A small specimen of a. black sub-metallic material from

Condobl.in, N.S.W. was submitted by Mr. L,C, Noakes fOr examin-
ation to determine the cause of the. radioactivity. The aample
measured approximately in x *9 x 3/16" and. when teste& with the
Austronic B..G.R.1 counter gave a reading of 4000-5000 C.P.M.

In polished section it is shown to consist of pyrolusite,
which forms irregular grains ranging up to 0.35 mm. across., the
intersticea between which are filled with an apparently isotropic
material, but which at very high magnifications is resolved into
a mass of extremely fine crystals having similar optical propert-
ies to those of pyrolusite,

N3 separate uranium or thorium mineral could be identified
in the section. A crushed portion of the specimen was repeated-
ly" tested with the sodium fluoride bead and the sodium-zinc
acetate methods. All tests; gave a negative result for
uranium.

Spectrographic analysis for uranium and thorium showed no
detectable amounts of either element. A Gamma/Beta-Gamma
ratio of .,01 was obtained from the material, Which is too low for
uranium or thorium,

In view of these results' it appears that the high radio-
activity of the specimen is due. to a condentaration of radioactive
daughter produets:; formed_ from the disintegration of urantunr;
these have probably boon absorbed by the manganese oxide
structure during its formation,
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PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION OF FOUR ROCK SPECIMENS 
gRom suLoG4 POINT WOODIARK ISLAND. PAPUA.

by

Jr.K, Lovering

The following are petrographic descriptions of four
rock specimens from 814loge. Point, Woodlark Island.

W). Basic
The greenish-black hand-specimen is fine-g2ained and

has a. subconchoidal frauturc.

The: thin-section reveals a well-developed lamination
which is defined by- stretched rock fragments. The rock is
composed of fragments of pyroxene, andes ince, quartz, altered.
biotite, chlorite, magnetite and pyrite and henra.tite flakes.

The rock fragments are pyroxene-rich and very fine-gra.ined
and were probably fragments of p.artly solidified lava..

1L5 Ilra1itised Basic Tuff
The hand-specimen is made, up of dark phenocrysts in a.

greenish-grey gr °landmass.

The thin-section reveals a similarity to sp -ecimen No, W.1,
The rock is extensively uralitised; uralitised fragments of
pyroxene, together with fragments of feldspar, quartz., chlorite
and magnetite constitute this rock,

Throughout the rock are rounde1 aggega tei.3 vcchich consist
of colourless recry,e tallisexl granules of pyroxene and andesins
surrounded by green uralite.

The greenish-black handl-speck/1(gal consists of fa.irly
coarse fragments in a fine. groundmas •

Coarse baca.ltic fragments occur in a medium groundmass
which cons is fa of fragments of pyroxene, uralite, plagioclase,
alteved biotit'a, chlorite and. magnetite.

The rock fragmentz, are usually medium to c'..;:a.raeoigrained
and consist. of phenocrysts of uralitised pyroxene and needles of
plagioclase in a mediurn groundmass of uralitised pyroxens,
plagioclase and. magnetite,

Dolerite
The hand-specimen is greenish-grey and fine-grained.

The thin section reveals a sub-ophitic texture for the.
rock which is - composed of uralitised pyroxene and plagioclase
with accessory epidote and interstitial secondary minerals
including calcite and chlorite.
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nAMPLF, OF HEAVY MINERAL BEtC11 SAND
FROM EAST,r;LI.L75, 7 ITg2-51.:^1\51:17TILLE ISI. T..

by

J. Ward.

1. The sample whicit was of the order of 2,200 grams was
first reduced with a Jones Sampler to some 34 grams. The
heavy minerals in the redu-Jed sample were then concentrated
by gravity methods; initial concentration was made with an
Haltane Superpanner and final cleaning of the concentrate
was effected by heavy liquid seara:bion. Acetylene tetra-
bromide was the liquid used for this purpose.

The reduced sample yielded some 17.5 grams of heavy
mineral concentrate, i.e. the sample contained 51,4 per cent of
heavy minerals,

2. The heavy mineral concentrate was first subjected to
electro-magnatic separation with a Franz Isodynamic Separator.
With an. ^01'00.4 amps, and transverse and longitudinal
slopes of 10 and 25 respectively, an opaque mineral - Fraction
A -4 closely resembling hematite, was drawn off. Many of the
grains in the fraction had a reddish , coating of what appeared to
be ferric oxide, but the powdered product was grey instead of the
expected reddish streak of hematite. A polished section of the
mineral was not prepared -because of a pending overseas trip by
the mineragrapher, but spectographic analysis showed a , strong
line for titanium. Bailing of the mineral in concentrated
H01 for 4 hour - conditions under which hematite is readily
soluble - effected only a 14 per cent loss in weight. After
treatment with the acid, the mineral grains were coated with a
white to greyish svabstance similar in appearance to leucoxene.
It is concluded that the mineral of FractialA is weathered
limonite or more prebisely a hydrous lron-titanimmi mineral inter-
mediate between ilmenite and rutile and referred to by B.H.
Flintersa "var. rutile".

A weakly magnetic fractibn - Fraction Bk''' was removed
from the balance of the concentrate. This fraction was made
up principally of "var rutile," and tourmaline with minor amounts
of monazite, staurolite and rutile. Fraction 0 - a non-
magnetic fraction of zircon and rutile containing a minor amount
of topaz - was separated into its component minerals with a
laboratory-type electrostatic separator.

-34^Grain-count analyses were carried out on all fractions.

4.^Percentage composition of the heavy mineral concentrate
determined by methods described above, is as follOws: -

Hydrous limonite - Rutile = 32,8%
Zircon^ = 34.4%
Rutile^ = 30.5%
Tourmaline^=^047%
Monazite^

•^

0.2%
Staurolite^ 0.2%
Topaz^

•^

1.2%
Reteralice:
* B.11. =inter - A brief guide to the identification of the

dark opaque and semi-opaque minerals known to
occur in Malayam alluvial concentrates -
Geological Survey Federation of Malaya -
Geological Note, Nb. S.
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ERAMINATION OF•NRE CORES FROM THE OOPPER-NIOKEL PROSPECT

MILIOMAN. TASMANIii•
by

W. M. B. Roberts.
Ten bore cores were submitted by Dr. Horvath of the Geo-

phyriOal Sectima fcai examtnatiam of rock types and opaque
mineral content. The corea were from tte Cu-Ui Prospect near
Z=.161,-n4 Tasmania where drilling is being carried out in an
attempt to locate a basic dyke thought to be the source of the
sopper-nickel mineralisation in the area.

For this preliminary report five core sections were
selected on advice from Dr. Horvath, three from D.D.H. M.9 and
two from D.D.H ■ M.6.. The description of each individual
core section follows.

1:111 D.,

 

. M.6 9e.3;1

 

This section is taken from the junction of a tuff and
an extremely fine grained volcanic ash. The tuff consists of
angular fragments of a plagioclaselbldspar, quartzite and. quartz,
the largest fragment measuring 0.65 m.m. across, sat in a matrix
of finely crystalline material which• appears to consist essent-
ially of tte same constituents es the coarsely fragmentary
section of the rock.

A large amount of Siderite and chlorite has been intro-
duced, both minerals have replaced the groundmass to form veins
and large irregular areas.

The; volcanic ash has ., an extremely fine grain-size, the
only mineral large enough for determination was quartz, which.
occurs as angular fragments, the largest of-whiohmeasures 0.03
m.m. across.

The remainder of the rock is of ucthafine grain-size as
to appear partly isotropic. Close to the junction with the tuff
a large amount of siderite has been introduced forming a
reticulate pattern of veinlets. This has been accompanied by a
somewhat lesser amount of chlorite than that associated with the
coarser grain-sized rock.

The opaque minerals present are confined solely to the
volcanic ash sections; they are pyrite and chalcopyrite, both
of which form small irregular grains ranging up to 0.015 m.m.
across. The retie of pyrite to chalcopyrite is roughly 20;1.

P.D.H. M.6 701

This section consists of angular fragments of volcanic
ash similar to that described previously from the 90 1 depth.
The largest of the fragment measures roughly 10.0 mm. across
and many of than have developed a marked schistosity, apparently
a local effect due to shearing.

The rock has been recemented by siderite which forms
approximately 75% of the total mineral content of the specimen.
Minor quantities of quartz and chlorite have; been introduced with
the siderite and form veins and discrete particles enclosed in
this mineral.
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Pyrite, the only opaque mineral present forma small,

irregular areas, thamajarity of which are randomly - distributed
throughout the fragments of volcanic ash. A miner amount only
is present in; the. carbonate.

DDIT M0 •9 200 1

The rock in this section consists af extremely fine
grained sericite and quartz with a subordinate amount of chlorite
and hydrated iron oxide, It c.:;ontains veina„ subhedral crystals
and irregular masses af carbonate, probably calcite, which have
been introduced subseqaent to &very low grade metamorphism which
has imprsssed in the rasak a faint parting in two directions et
10 to 15 to each other. The more marked of these two partings
has been filled with later introduced carbonate and chlorite,,
the latter mineral tending to line the edges of the veins and the
calcite to fill the centres. The subhedral crystals and
irregular masses af calcite range up , to 0.65 m.m. across and are
distributed randomly throughout the section. Occpaianaa small
grains of opaque mineral Ptre in evidence, ranging up to 0.04 m.m.
across.^The rack is a fe).......zmg......9inuavolcanic ash.

El0 D.H. M.9^t

The section cortains fragments of breccieted tuff and
muds tone recomented by oalcite, which contains opaque minerals.
Fragments of tuff range up to greater than the width of the core
mad consist of angular fragments of quartz (0.06 to 0,8 ra,m4)
calcite (0.04 to 0,8 m6m.) and chalcedony (0,06 to 0,8 m.m.) in a
matrix of chlorite and hydrated iron oxide, Also present in the
section are angular fragments and tongues of a very fine grained
rock which; consists' almost entirely of chlorite.^Individual
minerals cannot be determined because of the extremely fine grain-
size; it appears likely that the rock was originally a sandstone
which has been chIoritised by the same agency which introduced
the chlorite into the matrix of the tuffaceous rock. The
carbonate cement is entirely calcite and forms veins varying
U: ^9.0 mm. across in which are individual crystals measur
1i0 m.m. across.

The polished section shows the only opaque mineral to;
be pyrite, which aacurs as Small subhedral to , euhedral crystals
ranging from 0,01 m,m, to 0.25 M4M. across. These crystals are
concentrated along thc edges of the calcite veins in contact with
the country rock:, although some slight diffusion' has allowed a
small quantity of pyrite to ha deposited in the rock fragments
themselves.

D.D.H. M.9 211 1

This rack consists of fragments of quartz and sericite
forming an average grain-size of 0,02 m.m, which are sat in a
matrix of chlorite and hydrated iron oxide. It has a faint
parallel arrangement of the sericite flakes which imparts to it
a- slightly schistose appearance in thin section. A variety of
clay mineral is present which could not be identified; it forma
irregular grains averaging 0.08; m.m. across which show the
typical semi-opaque alteration product.

Thin veinlets containing chlorite, 1:uastz End. calcite
cut across the section in. two directions; at GO obviouslyrfollow-
ing cleavage imposed by some slight stress. Small grains of
opaque mineral are regularly distributed throughout the sectioni
having an average size of 0.04 m.m..
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The polished section shows the opaque minerals to be
pyrite and chaI.cop7r.l.te in the rates Of roughly 13:1,,^Pyrite
fo.rms subhedrni1^and irreg-ular areas varying up to 0,18
mo m; arranged principally in thci form of ve.in.letG, although
small angular pyrite grains are distributed.,randomiy throughout
the section. Chalcopyrite forms. irregular masses moulding

' pyrite and has probably been deposited after this mineral.

gLonclusion:

Nr.o basic rock type -aas . observed in the foregoing
examination, although. fragments of' plagioclase f(32.1s-par in the,
section from D.1)0111,1,46 90 1 indicate the breaking up of a
basic rock type. The widespread introduction of carbonate and
chlorite and their associated su3.:phides; could indicate the pres-
ence of a. basic tritru.s1.7e phase close to the drill holes, but
as both these minerals ccui.d o dey. , ived from other sources this
mineralieation raus t, be taken. as an indicatiOn only;

So far in the examination of rocks from this; Prospect
no) actual basic rock typo, has. been seen; I 'would be. gratefu:1
if a. specimen of the basic rock_ could be sent up for examination.
so as to establish its identity for use in further investigations,
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Report 15^ 2nd October, 1956.
PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION OF COUNTRY ROCKS FROM 

THE HATCHE CREEK. AREA.

by

JT,K. Lovering.

NO;, 2^NORTH CROSSCUT  206 1 LEVEL

The: dark. grey handspecimam is fairly . homogenous.

Recrystallized irregularly-shaped grains of quartz;
oligaclase, biotite commonly altered to penal/lite,* and accessory
aphene, epidote and magnetitel are intergrown in aLhornfelsic
texture,

Patches of quartz and feldspar showing myrmekitie inter-
growth indicate relict phenocrysts. Accumulations of green
biotite, clinazoisite, spheme and magmetite are common in the
rock; the same minerals are found in veins.

The original rock was probably an acidic igaeous rock;
there is at very slight possibility that the rock might have been
at conglomerate but this is very unlikely. After metasomotism
and reerystallisation the rock is now an oligoclase-quartz horn.-
1124.•

No. 3 ,^DRIVE 2116 1 LEVEL 
Typical fine-grained country rock.
This homogeneors blaek handspecimen is fine-grained and

consists of grains about 0.3 mm. in diameter of quartz, biotite,
and penninita. Clear anhedral recrystallised quartz grains
are surrounded by small flakea of biotite and muscovite. Larger
biotite grains, commonly containing pleochraic halow„ have been
partly reconstituted and are lepidoblastic in texture.

. Patches of penninite replacing biotite, occur throughout
the rack. • Magnetite and tourmaline are accessory.

Cracks in the rock:are filled with biotite, penninite,
quartz and some tourmaline,.:

The rack has been metamorphosed and hes reached the
biotite facies - introduction of material probably occurred at
the same time, The original rack was sedimentary - - relict
lamination can be seen; the former shaly sandstame is new a

io .h._,.,U_g.tep-aartEhoelsraf.

Nb4 5^DELLA LODE 206' LEVEL.

Typical coarse-grained country rock.

The black homogeneou4 handspeciman has a. hornfelsic
texture combining grains about 1-2 mm. in size, of Tuartz„ feld-
spar, biotite, secondary/ minerals and accessories.

quartz grains are commonly recrystallised; quartz-ortho-
clase micrographic patches are common. Oligaclaso is seen as
patches in quartz. Euhedral grains of plagioclase have:been
completely altered ta sericite and epidote. Orthoclase, with
quartz and as euhedral grains, has been kaalinised,
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Small recrystallised grains, of biotite .cluster into the
space of former large. grains. Pleachroic haloes around zircon
grains occur in. biotite and in corundaphilite which replaces
biotite.

Ferrohe.stingite, a. greenish-yellow to bluer.greert
pleachro.ie amphibole with a small negative optic angle., contains
globules, of quartz in a sieve-like texture and has probably
been reconstituted from brown-yellow hornblende, remnants of
which are surrounded by ferrohas tingite.

Magnetic grains are irregular in shap . Apatite is
accessory.

The rock) a. auartprrich am hibolite, is probably the
result of metamorphism of a. rock of the composition of a diorite,

With no field data, it is impossible to guess at the
origin of this rock.

Nr0 6^SOUTH CROSSCUT 206 1 LEVEL =Goo E QUARTZ HO

The black handspecimen is a fine-grained homogeneous
quartz-rich rock.

Quartz, oligoclase, muscovite and biotite occur in a
fine-grained hornfelsic rock. Zircons in biotite, apatite
needles and grains of magnetite, are the accessory minerals.

The original rock was probably a. sandstone; metamorphism
has resulted in the partial recrystalliaatian of most grains.

No47^2001 WEST OF MAIN SHAFT IN COSTEAff.

The porphyritic handspecimen is very weathered.

Shattered grains of quartz, iron ore and pseu.domorphs
of ferromagnes ians lie in a groundmass of recrys tallised quartz
and iron ore.

Euhedral and shattered pseudomorphs of some. ferramagnes ,-
Jan mineral, consist of sericite, fine quartz and red flakes, of
hydrated iron oxide.

The rock may haVe been a. qivartz-turrahib;ole porphyry but
it. has been extensively sheared and this.specimen is extremely
weathered.

No. 9 ^PIT APPRCDX. 100 1 WEST OF MAIN SHAFT:

The compact red handspecimen is: fine-grained and homoo-+
aneous and, extremely weathered..

The rock. consists of fine ragged grains of quartz in a.
matrix of hydrated iron oxide, Through the rock are quartz.
veins containing rutile, needles, and a vein of iron ore surround-
ad by a zone of hydrated. iron oxides.

The rock has been. metamorphosed and. has probably been
deformed; it may have been an acid volcanic, azramophyre.or ay



No. 12,^LO T (OR.

The grey handspecimen is fine-grained and in thin section
has a hornfelsic texture in which grains of quartz, biotite
and muscovite .re intergrown.

The rock is a 2uarzp-mice 4.2TITCpTs and could be derived
from sediments or volcanioco Piold workers: consider the, rock
to be, part of a series of volcanics in. which case the original
rock wac an acid volcanic.

No. 14,^BRANS ZNT 1 S LEASE

The reddish weathered handspecimen appears to be porphy-
ritic in texture,.

Pseudomorphs of about 2 mm0 in diameter lie in aground-
mass of fine quartz, rad flakes of hematite and sericite grains.

The psoadomorphs consist of radially-oriented quartz
grains , cluaded with sericite grains and rimed with hematite
flakes.

The rock was an acid volcanic or 292plyzy.

Na. 15.^BROSENIB LEASM.

The porphyritic handspecimen has numerous quartz pheno-
crysts up to a half inch long in a fine-grained grey groundmass.

The quartz phonocry -;ts are seen to be accumulations about
a mm, in size of recrystallised quartz gralns, which represent
former phenocrysts which comprised 40% of the rack,

The groundmass is an interlocking mass of fine reerysti-
allised grains of quartz, phlogopite and hematite particles.

The rock was a 2.22mhyrx.u......sLy.92maiso mad is now.
recrystallised.

Na. 16, FROM DUllt OF ITTACCY:SSIBLE SHAFT
COPPER -SHOW MINE

The fine-grained homogeneous hand specimen ha& been
extensively sheared.

Fine recrystallised grains of biotite and quartz arc the
main constituents of that rcok. A few muscovite grains pseudo.-
morph feldspar grains. Accumulations of biotite are probably
pseudomorphing a former forramagnesian mineral.

The rock is now a --.1ica achis t and is probably sedimentary
in origin.
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No. 17.^WEST DRIVE, WANEB,SHiST.L.AIT OR MISS.

Typical country rock.

The handspecimam is black and porphyritic.

Blasto-porphyritie quartz grains (10%) showing evidence
of stress dUring metamorphism, sericitic pseudamorphs of former
feldspar phenocrysts (5%) and biotite psaudamorphs of former
farramegnesiam phenocrysts (7%) lie in a groundmass of racryst-
allised grains of quartz (55%), biotite (5%) and sericite (20%).

The rock was m Lamp=rulc acid volcanic.
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